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Non-union teachers face .axe 
Centre 
contract 
.expected 
" TERRAL'HB'~ Local residents 
' shouldknow by the end of the 
• month where a new centre for 
.business and job training pro- 
:/spects'is tO be located. 
.Bob  Enwright of the advanc- 
!ied education, training and 
?.,teehnologymt~stry said he and 
ii~ bthf~ .g0vemme~it/officials. wi l 
!:i!~u~ from,Vietoria l ter this 
~i ~ ~6~th to g0 o'ver plans forthe 
i ~i~aining and enierprise centre. 
=i:~:~He ~d"ne~0tiatiom are still 
:~, goihg on:/with, the~ successful 
i! tender, f0r:,the project. It'll be 
~i the:ihird Such centre to open in 
ii: the province and is scheduled to 
= :!i, be operating sometime this spr- 
'~i~ing: :,.
• !~ .: Located at the centre will be 
i~the ministry's office in Terrace 
• i,a/~d prospective t nants include 
• ';.the Chamber Of commerce's 
~:~i business information service, .a 
Noi'thwest'.Communlty College 
• iii~p~oject~>:.toi;produce, and 
- distribute by satellite'education 
<.:Couises; the 1~37 Community 
!~!i Futdr~s'!i;:loan and business 
~ide~,eloPment project and the 
'~Sk~een~ ~ Labour Market 
/Dev~lOpment Committee, 
: .... Negot atmns with the suc. 
.,:!cessful ,,!tender :offer are not 
iiico~pleted~s'0f yet so I citn't 
~.'sa~, who it is until it has been 
'~;signed off, 8aid ~wright.,~.:,, 
• /i The c~ntre~Vill f))e coni/e~ted 
:i to-: four. other, ,lo~tions by a 
• il;!computer/t~et~vork t  expand 
: ,~-~th~;~areaiin!which~its~ informa- 
:-;..~:~ tio~':"~:~ he~distr[buted '. 
TERRACE --  Twenty-one local 
teachers who have refused to 
join the Terrace District 
Teachers Association (TDTA) 
must become union members by 
June 30 or lose their jobs. 
So far only one of the 
teachers has filed an application 
to the Industrial Relations 
Council to request*religious ex- 
emption from membership in 
the union, TDTA spokesman 
Greig Houlden said last week. 
The membership requirement 
making School District 88 a 
closed shop is contained in the 
collective agreement signed last 
year by the district and the 
union. It requires all district 
teachers to become members ot 
the TDTA and B.C, Teachers' 
Federation by June 30 as a con- 
dition of employment, Houlden 
said. 
"They'll be expected to either 
join or find employment 
elsewhere," he said. 
Most of the religious opposi- 
tion of non-member teachers i
"based primarily on objections 
to the pro-choice policies of the 
(provincial teachers') federa- 
tion," Houlden said. 
Those policies have the ma- 
jority support of the provincial 
union and members must live 
with that, he said. If member- 
ship exemptions were granted to 
every teacher who disagrees 
with a particular policy, the 
union would cease to exist. 
"It's always been a minority 
issue," Honiden said. "It's 
been debated year in and year 
out at the' federation level and 
there's never been a majority in 
favour of removing the policy. 
The issue jnstdoesn't appear to 
Want to die." 
But Houlden predicted the 
Greig Houlden 
: . -, . . . . . .  new requirement would kill the 
"~"'*~"~:~:)'~!'~"~:! : issue, at least locally ...... the collective agreement." 
, >;iPOY nses  " Housing study : / : ' :~ .~.  i,'." • ~',,- , . ,...,.;.,~ ~ < . . . . . .  ; 
Despite one 
alderman's fears the decision 
Could come back to haunt it, 
council lastweek voted itself a 
5.2 per cent pay increase, 
That increase reflects the 
amount by which the Consumer 
Pr ice: Index rose between 
November 1988 and the same 
mouth in 1989, Last year coun- 
c~'agreed totie future increases 
in aldermanic and mayoral 
salaries to the CPI. 
However, Ruth Hailock said 
she was worried about he infla- 
t ionary.effect he increase 
would have when settling con- 
tracts with the city's unionized 
employees-, neg0tiatio~m with 
itsCUPE employees are due to 
get under way, soon. She also 
suggested an increase of three 
per cent would he more accep- 
table. " 
The" increases mean the 
mayor's indemnity will rise 
from $16,430 to $17,284 while 
aldermen will get $7,534 com- 
pared to last year's $7,162. 
Pointing out council had 
• agreed tothe CPl-besed system 
"to have some fair way of ad- 
ding to the indemnity," alder- 
man Darryl Laurent argued it 
should stick to that policy. 
Tax man wants his, refunds back 
'I'ERRACE--Revenue Canada said. Pointing out no-one lived federal taxation minister Otto 
wantsrefunds it paid to Lakelse 
Lake residents under the nor. 
them 'tax : benefits scheme 
returned,  with interest, 
• Letters denmndin8 the money 
back and asking for what 
Revenue Canada calls "arrears 
9t interest have been received 
over the past few:Weeks by lake 
residents. • - "~ 
The letters follow contradic. 
tory reports by Revenue Canada 
officials over qualifications for 
the northern refund scheme 
since it was brought ~ two years 
ago, In one household, one in- 
come enmer was quailfled by 
, Revenue Canada but another 
!dbn ,  Lakelse Lake 'resident ; 
"The issue will be resolved on 
June 30 when the compulsory 
membership requirement comes 
into effect and then it's a non- 
issue," he said. "They have two 
choices ~ they can maintain 
membership or work 
elsewhere." 
Twenty-one of the 22"non - 
member teachers in the district 
teach in Terrace and makeup 
seven per cent Of the teachers~in 
the district. Houlden said ailthe 
teachers are paying dues as re- 
quired by the 'collective agree. 
ment. 
One ~f the district non; 
member teachers was granted 
an IRC exemption from the 
TDTA last year on the basis o! 
her "religious objections to be- 
ing a member of any organiza- 
tion that does not pursue Chris- 
tian principles as its primary ob- 
jective." 
School district personnel ser. 
vices director Bruce Greenwood 
said no contingency plans have 
been made in case the teachers 
decide to quit this summer. 
"The possibility is there," 
Greenwood said. "But we ex- 
pect he teachers to comply with 
underway here 
mistake,!' she insisted, addins 
residents shouldn'tbe eXl~cted 
to pa); for it, ~* 
The confuslon seems tO have 
St~ed over a.number of areas 
described as Lakelse In the nor, 
them ailowance benefits guide. 
Areas qualified according to  
their location, climate and 
distance from urban oentres. 
. Tracy mid she had Contacted 
the. taxation office-in Surrey 
• prior tO filing her claim and w~ 
told properties on the east side 
of Lakelse Lake did qual i fy . .  
But the letters "received 
Tracy's reaction was echoed there; Tracy branded the 
byfellow resident Ik, v Spooner railway point a "non-existent 
who said Revenue Canada Was place." 
demanding her husband repay a ,. -T~racy and Spooner said they 
$2,200 refund and a furth~ W~,wri t ing protest letters to 
'$193ih:interest. "That was thelr . . . . .  :: ,:~ . T - 
Jelllnek and will spied the 
decision. A number of other 
residents would be doing the 
same course of action, they 
said. 
take place if the society were to 
purchase it at fair market value. 
But as the arrangement ow 
stands, said Hallsor, the city 
will turn the land over to the 
province which will then pass it 
on to the society. 
There is a condition that the 
land revert back to recreational 
and park status if it not used by 
the health care society, he said. 
TERRACE -- The Terrace 
Health Care 3ocicty is doing a 
study on what kind of suppor- 
tive housir~g is needed for the 
area, says its president. 
David Lane said the complex, 
to be built adjacent o Ter- 
raceview Lodge, will consist of 
40-units but what kind they will 
be has yet to be determined. 
One concept being explored is
that of an adult day care, a 
place where lderly people being 
taken care of by relatives can be 
taken during the daytime. 
Units will have kitchens and 
will be constructed to fit the 
needs of people who need some 
type of assistance, Lane said. 
Its planned location adjacent 
to the Terraceview Lodge means 
that it will be able to take ad. 
vantage of the latter's facilities, 
he said. 
In the meantime, the city will 
pay for survey, legal and 
associated costs of turning over 
a piece of landto the health care 
society for a housing complex, 
says city administrator Bob 
Hallsor. 
The land was once owned by 
the province but was turned 
over to the city with the condi- 
tion it be used only for recrea- 
tional or park use. 
A city request earlier to 'turn 
the land over to the health care 
society was rejected by the pro- 
vince which said that could only 
J .:'~i>. :i, , ,~ i :  ~ . .  ..... . "~ . . ~ V " - .•  - :  !JUST SWINGING in the raJ~, flve-yeai-old Ryan Merlzles takes advantage of arope and treat a 
• I~1 .dayc.arelt0iget Someigood"0!d-fa,shioned fresh air • and exercise ":~:~;isnd =~'  I~rove thatdamp 
.weathe)~ doesn't darnpen ~young spirits,' " - - i  ~ ..... ~ :i~  '" : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  i " " ~ ' " i  " ~ ' : " "  ' 'i I ' 
Judy Tracy  sald Revenue • recm tly from Revenue Canada 
Canada made the mistake In the : State the Lakelse that qualifies is 
first ~ . ,  : i  • '~i~"  a railway point along the CN 
./i ~ .~ere is'no w~.iwe ,hould . r~way line betWa~ .Terrace 
ha~ 0o ~a~, then Intent , ,  'she and Kittmat. 
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,TERRACE - -  A bit of bargain. 
ing glasnost is helping thaw out 
society operated by  B.C. 
credif imions 'is offering an 
income tax purchasing •ser- 
vice for those on ,low in- 
ers talks 
says is needed to retain district 
teachers and attract new ones to comes. : 
the district. 
Houlden also said there is ex- 
treme concern among teachers 
about the effects on teacher 
workload the sweeping changes 
the new Year 2000 plans could 
have. The •moves to eliminate 
grades - -  beginning next fall 
with primary grades - -  and give 
a more individualized education 
are also expected to require 
teachers to spend more time 
• with each student. 
Houlden told the board to 
"budget for smaller class izes it 
it expects to successfully imple- 
union which accepts :the 
return for processing receives 
$10 for community projects 
relating to helping those on 
l ow incomes. 
relations between teachers and 
the school district as new con- 
tract negotiations approach. 
The Ter race  Distr ict 
Teachers' Association (TDTA) 
;president Greig Houlden last 
week presented a brief outlining 
the union's positions to the 
school board as trustees begin 
to prepare the school district 
budget. 
Unfike last year's version, 
this year's brief contains no 
numbers or quantified wage 
,demands. Instead Houlden 
referred to the positions as 
"signposts" that point the way 
but "leave it to the board to 
determine how far down the 
road you can gO," 
Houlden told trustees the in- 
'clusion of specific numbers last 
year was a mistake. " I t  created 
more tension and excitement 
than was intended." 
A subsequent s rike lasted 19 
days which, at that time, was 
the longest in B.C. teaching 
history. The two-year contract 
signed then was backdated to 
July 1988, and as a result this 
year's negotiations will be aim- 
ed at reaching anew contract by 
June 30. 
The union lists a series ot 
wage and benefits increases it 
Union 
records 
seized 
TERRACE - -  Police are alleg- 
ing theft of monies into the six 
figure range following the 
seizure of records last week 
from the Vancouver office of a 
union which has members in 
Terrace. 
Members of the Coordinated 
Law Enforcement Unit (CLEU) 
took the ,records from the 
Generai Workers Union of 
B,C., four banks in which it has 
accounts and from residences of
union officials. 
Also seized were six 
unregistered handguns from the 
home of one union official. 
Another has been charged with 
breach of parole. 
A CLEU spokesman said the 
investigation has been going on 
for a year and will likely con- 
tinue for several months. 
A relatively new union, the 
General Workers represents 
employees of Kermodei Con- 
struction. 
Traditional trades unions 
don't recognize the General 
Workers as a labour organiza. 
tion, saying it bargains for 
lower wages and benefits than 
are contained in their contracts. 
Those unions have objected 
to Kermodei receiving contracts 
to build an extended care wing 
at Terraceview Lodge, to con- 
struct a combined services 
building at the airport and to 
renovate the Terrace Co-op. 
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ment its primary program." 
But he took a more con- 
ciliatory position on the issue ol 
residential taxes. Houlden ap- 
plauded the board's resolve to 
not cut services, but noted 
residential homeowners' taxes 
have leapt 169 per cent since 
1982, while provincial grants 
have declined. 
"I can't reiterate strongly 
enough that we understand the 
board's position." 
He  said trustees are not to 
blame for the tax hikes, ~d 
said the board and union should 
join forces to make the province 
to pay its share. 
School board chairman Edna 
Cooper echoed that sentiment. 
"We've got to work together to 
solve these problems so we 
don't waste our energies on 
galnsmanship or whatever," she 
said. 
She called Houlden's ap. 
• , Edna Cooper 
proach constructive. "That',~ 
what we want - -  problem- 
solving negotiations not con- 
frontation egotiations." 
Houlden said the brief is an 
example of the TDTA's shift 
towards a more cooperative ap- 
proach to negotiations. 
" I  guess it's amatter of learn- 
in8 from experience," he said. 
"Setting optimum figures that 
r~ise the hackles of trustees 
doesn't seem tobe  a winning 
strategy." 
He predicted a more peaceful 
round of talks this year, 
"We're willing to put a bit 
more faith in the bargaining 
process, tt Houlden said. 
Although. trust "takes a little 
longer to build," he said there is 
already more cooperati?n ta k- 
ing place. 
The  program is o f  parr 
ticular benefit tO those 
receiving federal :child tax 
credits, says Terrace and 
Distr ict  Credit.. Union 
manager Dennis Brewer. *: 
A person using the 
CUPAC Services Society se'r- 
vice receives $10 more than 
they would with any Other 
company that buy~ income 
tax returns, he said. 
:CUPAC makes its money 
by the standard regulated 
CommiSsion rate formula 
that .applies tO all tax buying 
companies. That rate is 15 
per cent for the first $300and 
five per cent on succeeding 
amounts. ] 
The credit union last year 
did* approximately 180 tax 
returns and received $1,800 
from CUPAC in return. 
PICTURE THESE 
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the day! Earn: up Jo~50'/e on 
your day. and let your suo- 
cess begin today. , , ,,,: 
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starling kit for only $15.00 
Representatives needed ~ in 
Terrace, Smithers, Burns 
Lake, Kitimat and surroun- 
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• What  a great  way  
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Computers 
are used 
TERRACE - -  Mabel Abou was 
16 years old and pregnant when 
she quit school in Grade 10. 
After the birth of her son, 
Abou found it difficult to take 
care him while trying to finish 
her education by taking cor- 
respof id~fi~drses.  
Nm~ 18 and also the mother 
of a 13-month'old aughter, 
Atmu's in a program that will 
give her the equivalent of her 
Grade 12 and skills to find a 
job.... 
/ 
The 30-week. Pathway pro- 
g ram involves learning 
academics on a computer 
system in the mornings and lear- 
ning life skills in the afternoon. 
"Life skills is the best sub- 
ject. We're learning listening 
skillS, dealingwith the public, 
eye contact ,  pat ience,  • 
understanding and trust. I 
always was a trusting person," 
says Abou. 
Up until being accepted as 
one o f  15 students when the 
program started last fall, Abou 
was on social assistance. 
She expects that to end when 
she's done this May and is 
MAUbL ABOU and fellow students at Pathway combine academics using a computer and life skills to 
give them an education and for preparation in finding employment. Pathway is sponsored by the Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre through monies from the federal government. 
Abou did run into problems 
with being on time. All students 
are required to punch a time 
clock before classes start at 9 
a.m. After being late five times, 
the student can be expelled from 
the program. 
"I  had six lutes, but because I 
was the youngest, hey gave me 
a chance. I had to give a talk to 
the class," said Abou. The class 
thinking about becoming a 
heavy equipment operator, 
working with computers or be- 
ing a bull cook. 
" I  like working with com- 
puters. I worked with com- 
puters a little bit in 1986 when I
was still in school. I just needed 
a little bit of help to show how 
to operate them again," said 
Abou. 
:Responsibility is th 
. . . . . . . .  . 
J an  Johnson  
each section's questions before 
proceeding to the next, more 
difficult one. 
"There are 12,000 questions 
that can be asked. It all depends 
on how fast a student can 
move," he said. 
Pathfinder is known as an 
open-ended system in that its 
capabilities are limited only to 
said. Ron Jacobs  
Pathway is sponsored by the 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
with monies from the federal 
government. It's restricted tc 
native students who, up until 
now, have not been gainfully 
employed. 
Jacobs is particularly happy 
with Pathfinder, the computer 
program being leased by 
Pathway to teach students 
reading and writing. 
Using a personal computer, 
the student works through its 
various educational levels to the 
point'where he or she reaches 
the equivalent of Grade 12. 
Ja~obs describes Pathfinder 
as an electronic tutor although 
it is up to the student to suc. 
cessfully answer 80 per cent of 
the extent of what is required 
from it. 
That adaptability makes it a 
good program to use for 
Pathway as its restricted t¢ 
native students, aid Jacobs. 
In the life skills component, 
coach Jan Johnson works with 
students o first realize who they 
are and then how their actions 
affect others and how the ac- 
t ions of  others af fect  
themselves. 
"It's easy to take a class or go 
to a lecture where information 
is fed in and you're left to do 
with it what you will," said 
Johnson. 
Instead, students experience 
how they feel themselves and 
Traffic tic  ets 
then took a vote and decided 
she could stay. 
That experience ~ught Mabel 
what can happen when one per- 
son does something that affects 
other people, she said. 
And since Pathway also pays 
for babysitting expenses, Mabel 
is finding it easier to provide 
care for her children while get- 
ting an education. 
to take time 
~ C E  - -  It will ~ some 
timeyet before the .city's by-law 
enforcement officer is given the 
go.ahead to start issuing park. 
ins tickets, but Fern Sweating 
has still been kept busy since 
taking up  her post in mid. 
September. 
In her year-end report to 
council Sweating said a total of 
64 Complaints had been dealt 
,:with tO date, the majority being 
infractions under the nuisance 
(unsightly premises) regula- 
tions. ' 
" Confirming public com- 
~plaints and the findings of a 
:city.wide patrol had identified 
37 such offenders, she added, 
i"When infractions were iden- 
tiffed photographs were taken 
/and the owner contacted." 
~':, Emphasizing "generous"  
:deadlines for effecting the re- 
:quired clean-up had been set, 
Sweating said most owners had 
reacted positively when ap- 
proached. 
Citing derelict vehicles as a 
major problem, she recom- 
mended the city emphasize 
"these yesores be moved" dur- 
ing this year's spring clean.up 
campaign. She also asked that 
people clean out alleys running 
behind their properties "as 
some residents use this area as a 
disposal site." 
Although enforcement ot 
zoning by-laws is currently out- 
side her terms of reference, 
Sweating identified breaches o! 
the city's zoning by-laws as 
another area of concern. Poln. 
tins out some residential pro. 
parties housed commercial 
enterprises, he added, "These 
irregularities detract from the 
general beauty of the residential 
areaS." 
: STARTS SATURDAY 
Getting back was only the beginning. 
.,c,wJ..X 
c,ms,P,.,Lm 
e key ° '"--- , ~, ~ 7:00 p.m. & 9:15 p.m. 
their t'~g,V,y~%'~: % There's nothing like a good robbery 
~/ .%~"  % to bdng a family together. 
SttN ' " DI~'TIN MATTIIEW 
.. . . . .  CONNERY HOFFMAH BRODERICK, 
: FAMILY BUSINESS 
7:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
Pathway began its 30-week . . . . . .  - I 
program last October and is 
scheduled to finish the end of 
May. It has room for 15 
students and a budget of 
$162,900 from the Canada 
Employment and Immigration 
Commission. That covers living 
allowances for the students, 
salaries for three mployees and 
the leasing of the Pathfinder 
program and equipment. 
ENDS FRIDAY 
We're No Angels 
7:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
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simple..e~k for ~ut ~rem Gard s:~ z ~stmtion ~
The Omen Machlm st tim TO 8a~k ne~,rmt youl 
[ 
Step up to The Green  Machine 
NOW OPEN 
4633 Lakelse 
at  Emerson Street 
/ 
Terrace 
.Banking service when you need it.,. 
: '  including 0ur new branch ours! 
i "" Mon. - Ihm.  
:, 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m, 
" a'day 
- 4:00 p.m. 
]reen Machine open 
7 days a week. - -- 
• ~'l,a~Imlrk OVT~I T~enlo,Oommtetl ~mk. 
• TO EI,nk lufllofltld Ull#f M IhQ Trid4fltl~. 
2o 
I COLD BEER andWINE STORE 
With a great selection of products for the newyear, Plus quality sportowearl 
635-6 Monday to Friday Saturday Sunday 
10 a.m. to 11 prn. 9 a,m, to l l  p.m. 11 a.m. to 11 p,m, - Open Holidays- 
' :  i : '  (except Chdstmasl 
:i.! • :~ . . . . . .  ,~,::~:,,.. 
L 
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 ET ER YOO LL £ESIG I OR NOT ! ' "  
gig 
opo.  ,oo ,o .  1/7711,[i 5 , ( f I • 
It seems there's an open season on ..... Way back last April the RCMP an. • [[[ 
pedestrians in Terrace. Even moose have nounced it wanted to do more to inform . . . .  
the luxury of knowing that hunters must drivers and pedestrians about crosswalk ' ~ ~ '~ "~" ,- 
first go through a draw in order for the safety. That was put on hold until the ci. ~ ~,~ '" 
right to bug one. tY re-painted crosswalk lines. ~ ~ ~  1 ~ ~ ""
The number of pedestrians struck by That was done but the subsequent 
motor vehicles in the last couple of mon- campaign ever occurred. About the on- I ,: 
ths is disturbing" There were tw° such in" lynewpiece  ° fnews  t °c°me°ut i ss  ~= ( ~ ~ ')! ~ - - ~ ~  "' 
cidents at two different corners on one budget request made by the RCMP to ci- ' f ~ ,  . 
weekend last motlth. This monthtwo ty council for one more officer for city ~ .~._~.~i  :., 
people on two successive nights were hit. traffic duties. There, s now one such of- ( ~' ,- 
- 
One of the drivers involved has been ricer with that responsibility. '~" 
charged with failing to yield to a fl ~" 
pedestrian. There's no tally of accidents The number of  problem intersections ÷: 
that almost happened, are many but Greig and Kalum seems to 
Granted, visibility is not the best dur- be the worst. Those blinking orange and ": 
ing winter months. It's darker longer red lights may give the interseetion a Y o u t h  practice ~-: 
and rain-slicked streets absorb what light festive atmosphere but aren't very effec- i,; 
there is, making for lousy driving (and tive. ~,. 
observat ion)  cond i t ions .  And  If  the mayor and council are serious ~. 
pedestrians are not always the best at be. about improving the city's amenities and democratic way 
ing aware. But overall, more than a few establishing it as a northern service con- ' 
drivers think they are piloting fighter air- tre, they should at least ensure its "" 
I. 
craft or are trying to break the land residents are healthy enough to share the 
speed record, vision. VlCrOmA - -  "Parliament is
more than its institutions, ~ i'" Bottle neck traditions and customs, It is " ~, the spirit of Parliament, the From the ~ 
way in which it acts upon and pltal / 
~~ia~e~i  :phal:di~ch:c~9~f!!~l:i ~:~S~:  ;S r~ee~! ,n i i lne~.~;bee~:8~,s ! "  • whicht°Uches t e Hves of soc ie tY , i s  the truemeasure of O ~  !i 
Parliament's virtue." i[ 
S A good assessment of what 
our system of parliamentary 
very well be the decade o f  conservation about time governments get serious democracy is all about? You -~': 
and recycling. Gradually we're becoming about a solution, bet it is. And the fact that the tion -- it was then called The to express a little caution. 
qupte.w, aspenned by a Old Boy's Parliament --was : Charges, against Noriega have, ~-." awarelhat we can't'go On as we've d~n~ ~ "' Solving',this problem may notbe  that 21-year-oldmakes'it all he hardly in keeping with modern not yet been proven in any 
before. It's now apparent 'that the  diffichlt.:Governrnents were able to get a more significant, times. When the name was court of law. Shouldn't he 
throwaway society is in danger of  being handle on the litter of  beer bottles and The author of the above changed to B.C. Youth Parlia- man deserve the same 
thrown away itself, pop cans by requiring deposits upon pur- quotation is Dean Crawford, ment. Elizabeth was asked to privileges we enjoy, including 
chase. Things were not only neuter, but a who served as premier during be its first Lieutenant Gover- that all-important principle 
AS with any issue, there's the big mini-industry was created by the subse- the 61st session of the British nor. A nice touch, which holds a person innocent 
things and the little things. One of  the lit- quent recycling. Columbia Youth Parliament. And just what does the until proven guilty? . 
It is an excerpt from the youth parliament do? Well, for And then there-is the ques- ~. tle things is the casual discarding of gel'- Fort St. James council and the liquor Speech ofthe Throne which I
bage and fitter in public areas. It's not one thing, it holds regular tion of whether the U.S. 
only messy but sometimes downright store there came up with exactly that had the honour to deliver in parliamentary sessions. On should invade a country simply :~.'. 
dangerous, kind of  answer to that village's litter pro- the B.C, Legislature on Dec, Dec. 27 every ear, close to because it believes that the L 
blems. It's working there and there's no 27. 100 young people, aged 16 to leader is a criminal. That ~, 
When I was asked to serve 21, from all over the province would keep the old troops 
A case in point is broken glass. It's on reason why it should not here. as Lieutenant Governor for the assemble in the legislative busy for years to come. Be :., 
session, I briefly wondered chamber to debate and pass that as it may, the resolution ' Prairie schooner whether I could personally resolutions, got defeated . . . .  support he sentiments express- For five days, they practice "We '~' 
ed in the Throne Speech, and hone their parliamentary are blessed in :., 
because just like the real L.G. skills which I have found to be this nation to be bestow- 
Roadside safety checks were I wouldn't have a chance to every bit as good as those x- ed with the most endur- ;' 
unknown in the 1940's, unless ~ alter one word of the speech, hibited by those who occupy .. 
I needn't have worried. If the chambers during the real lug, stable and equitable ,. 
you invited police scrutiny by Irhrough I i L ~ J  ~L%O that Throne Speech was any legislative S ssions. • form of  f, overnment on breaking a regulation. Anyone 
indication of the young enera- The group elects a premier earth." 
who drove over 30 mph was BIfoeols [ I F~.~,  ~ / tion's feelings towards our who, in turn appoints ashowing off or suicidal. 
Dad's top speed was 25 mph, by  C Jaud~f fo  ~nHA~.kl  I ~ / /  system of parliamentary cabinet. The house is divided Other resolutions were less "" 
except when he was fetching ira- . - - - - - - - . -  - - .~-v . . ,  . p- democarcy, we're going to into government and opposi- divisive, howver, particularly " '  
plement repairs. Mostly he leave things in good hands, tion members, but they do not those pertalifing to the '~" 
tootled along our dirt or gravell- Here's another passage from represent specific parties. The organizations year-round ac- ;" 
the speech, debate can get lively, as it did tivities which include an an- 
ed byways appraising "see to" this or any of the other off main street in our two- "We are blessed in this na- this year when the assembly nual summer camp for ~ 
neighbours' crops. Unfor- problems, Dad managed to elevator town, and notmoving tion to be bestowed with the discussed a private member's children and a variety of .,:. 
tunately his truck shared his feign surprise, the pickup after sunset, most enduring, stable and resolution, condemning the regional public-service pro- - 
passing interest in agronomy. It He ~tored the yo-yo sized One August we had to take in equitable form of government U.S. invasion of Panama. jeers. .,[.: 
tended to steer toward horn in the giove compartment, the late grandstand show at on earth. In an age when The resolution was placed I wish that every adult who , 
whichever field they were sizing If he needed it to clear a path North Battleford's fair. By the governments across the ocean before the House by Lugs has problems finding anything ,~ 
up. through a herd of fence- time the performance nded, crumble before otzr very eyes, Parreiras-Horta of Vancouver good to say about he young 
His Chevrolet pickup purred crawling Herefords, he jabbed the sky was black. Dad nosed the durability of our and seconded by Michelle generation had the opportunity ;.
like a B.C. model meeting Hugh the release button on the glove the Chev into the stream of Westminster parliamentary Lawrence of Kelowna. to witness the B.C. Youth .,.: 
Hefner. But beneath its quiver- compartment, snatched the jalopies neaking away through democracy stands as a shining Parreiras-Hortas rgued that Parliament in action. It might '3 
ing exterior lurked a service horn, jammed it into the recep- a gap in the back fence to elude example for all mankind." the U.S. should have pursued change thier perspective con- .'.. 
manager's checklist of "safety" tacle on the steering wheel, and exit patrols. You don't mind reading stuff a more diplomatic solution; siderably. In fact, those young ,!.: 
defects, all nocturnal, tooted. Mission completed, he Each driver trusted the one in like that. Lawrence said that by people show a helluva lot more 
These defects existed off and tossed the horn back into the front to know the way to the I was told that his was only "treading on another nation's promise than some old codger..'. 
On throughout the lifespan of glove compartment, outskirts of the city through a the second time a journalist sovereignty," the U.S. didn't I've come acrossin my travel, i' 
the truck, because washboard When it came to brake fluid, farmer's field. The few had been asked to sere as act in thebest interest of inter- As for my part in this year's -- 
and chuckholes ventually rup. the Chev was a diagnosed headlights inthe group couldn't Lieutenant Governor. The first national harmony, session, I can only say again .!; 
tared delicate connections iv hemophiliac. Thus Dad had to pierce the curtain of dust churn- one was Elizabeth Forbes, Premier Crawford of that I considered it an honour , 
wiring and hoses, despite the "pump" the brake pedal if he ed up" from fresh summer- whom I well remember from Creston ignored both and enjoyed it immensely, I've ~ 
skillof mechanics, anticipated stopping. In case of fallow. Soon everyone was driv- my days at the Victoria Daily. arguments and applauded the often wondered what it feels ','; 
The only frailty manifest in emergency, like a trip to a city, ing in a circle. Elizabeth ad on several oc- invasion, describing Noriega s like to sit in the Lieutenant '~' 
daylight was the driver's door he kept a quart of brake fluid But no Mountie intercepted, casiom expressed her indigna- "a drug-running thug reminis- Governor's chair and say '~" 
which hung slightly askew. The stashed behind the seat. He'd have been there till dawn tion over the fact that the cent of the dark ages." things like, "My government." , 
episodelatch neVerof meshederracticfollowingdriving byan edTW°any ride°therforSh°rtc°mingSme: a hole Spic'the writing tickets, name of the youth organize. Perhaps, Dean will allow me Now I know. Well, almost. ~i 
the original owner. Dad corn- floorboards let me watch i~:~::~-~i,,~li~!!i~- ~ ARt= v0o'  1 . . . .  
pensated, hngging the door shut washboard zipping past ,i~:~:iii~l~l~i:,j~!:~[ ~ , u , - , . , , :  , . ALO/~E?jv-t40,1 " E ?  HAVE. II ~0T IP'~OO WERE ~ / ' rHAT'S I~HV "~ I 
with his elbow like a matron beneath, and sample I-~ ~ :~;  ~': ° / '  ..... ~ ~'~'-d--- ~~ ~. .~r~'  "~F,,-vTTW0 0~e¢08~ll Vou~t~,~ mth" ~V~,~ I ,  
clutching ahandbag, seasickness. Or I could be I;!f~-":;~,~'~:~ ':~,~'~~ll'mJ~ - -V  It 
shortcomings came out of a sandstorm as dust from the i~~~i~[.~!..~,~.~l~/ ~. 7_ ,,t~'~ '.~;'~J~i< :~,~'~:lkC- -~E, t  - L :~ ~11~I~/71~' i [ ' " "1 l ,  ~ ~ (' 
~ding, " sagging headliner sifted down l~ :~: :~: :~ ..~.~,,~47 ~ ...=~,~ L 
The headlights took turns, whenever a wheel struck a , " i~ ~' , ~ b 
The tail light capitulated early chuckhole. , C~:;~[:~ ~:" ; 
On and worked even less, thanks Though Mounties were scarce ~i~  ~ '~ i ~ ' ": 
tO . perpetual gap inits elec- as Lotto mlllioniares, Dad ~,,'~:,.,~.~:,.,,~ ..~.,;#:,,,~" ~" I ~ ~ ! ~  ~ ~, 
trical wiring. Still, every time an dodged them by avoiding con. [ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ W ! ~ .  ~'" 
RCMP officer advised him to trolled intersections, parking . l ~ i ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ' . ' ~ ' ~  L 
' k 
t -: 
Logging isn't clear cut 
By JASON KATZ 
Before a fmel proposal is 
,decided upon for any potential- 
,ly visible logging on the slopes 
o f  the Seven Sisters Mountains, 
I would like to pose an option to 
conventional clear-cutting. 
I have recently completed a 
smell one-man logging show on 
• my own property in Coda,vale, 
• •where I focused on an area of 
beetle-killed pine trees. By my 
own particularly high aesthetic 
standards it was a very suc- 
cessful job of selective logging. 
Patches were left either un- 
disturbed or without any 
damage to standing trees. Vary- 
:ing ages of trees were left 
• unharmed al~l!.~:,the final pro- 
duct, with~:~meli, irregular- 
shaped openings, looks very 
park.like. The endeavor was as 
• much landscaping as 
. harvesting. 
Previously I operated skidder 
for a selective logging strip ad- 
jacent to a clearcut at Lime 
~Lake near Cedarvale which 
• made use of a machine-reserve 
area. The results there as on my 
property were distinctly on the 
opposite nd of the visual spec- 
trnm from usual clear-cutting 
techniques. 
The reasons I have been given 
in the past by various Ministry 
of Forests personnel for not 
considering forms of selective 
logging revolve aronnd damage 
to the non-harvested trees, 
.which may promote disease or 
• rot in the "leave trees". Blow. 
• down is the other fear. In my re- 
cent project at home, any trees 
accidentally damaged by falling 
or skidding were harvested. 
As for blow-down, I'll take 
my chances, although with a 
wide variety of ages left stan- 
ding and a buffer strip greatly 
intact for  protection I do not 
• anticipate much of a problem. 
Four years after logging 
alongside Lime Lake, that area 
has survived quite well. 
I will be the first to 
acknowledge that deliberate, 
careful, selective logging techni- 
i i!i i•!i i!:iiii!::; i 
I L  
' I1~ __  i , ,  
II II I I , 
are unprofitable. The emphasis 
is on care and minimizing leave- 
tree damage, not high-volume 
harvest. 
However, in areas of ex- 
tremely high scenic significance 
I am convinced that; firstly, the 
visual •integrity of a highly 
scenic landscape (such as some 
in question on the Seven Sister) 
can be retained with selective 
logging methods. 
And as for economic balance 
I would propose a propor- 
tionate reduction in stumpage 
rates for any necessary areas on 
m i 
• I will be the first to 
acknowledEe that 
deliberate, careful, 
selective logging techni- 
ques are slow, and that 
weighed against clear- 
cutting methods, are un- 
profitable. 
which seleciive logging were to 
be utilized to offset the slower 
productivity of harvesting. 
Areas with selective cutting 
potential could be isolated from 
clear-cut areas and offered to 
five harvesting techniques; 
perhaps horse-loggers, and at 
reduced or negligible stumpage 
rates. 
We hear so much talk about 
"multiple use forests," and 
"integrated management." We 
are glutted with TV commer- 
ciais of "forests forever", with 
hikers traipsing through im- 
pressive seven-year-old planta- 
tions. 
In my 12 planting-related 
seasons I have yet to witness the 
splendor of any local settings as 
idyllic as those on TV. But I'm 
concerned about landscapes as 
viewed from more distant view- 
points as well, and some set- 
tings, especially in winter, will 
appear as large white patches 
for over twenty ears. 
We l l  planned, carefully 
than had been anticipated. 
But if we are to 8ire any 
substance to claims of multiple, 
use forest planning, then clear- 
cut harvesting may not be the 
only method to consider. 
If certain areas are ques- 
tionable to the maintenance of
high scenic values then why not  
consider selective logging for 
those areas? It's far slower, far 
less profitable, but a fair com- 
promise to protect a landscape 
that is, in the Seven Sisters' 
case, superior to any landscape 
in the Timber Supply Area and 
one of the superlative land. 
scapes in all of B.C. 
To borrow a fmel phrase 
sometimes heard from Ministry 
of Forests officers in meetings 
and discussions; that of 
"sweetening the pot," in the 
context ofrewarding a contrac- 
tor with some concession or 
perk. I believe it's time we 
"sweeten tlie pot" once for the 
unspoiled luxury of an uuspoil. 
ed view of a remarkable scenic 
resource. 
But is we are to give 
any substance to claims 
of multiple-use forest 
• planning, then clear-cut 
harvesting may not be 
the only method to con- 
sider. 
Drop the stumpage rate and 
allow a horse-logger to snake 
and weave his way around 
without levelling the place. 
;Leave a few "undisturbed pat- 
ches. 
I welcome yon to check out 
"Lime Lake from a canoe (or the 
,frozen lake). Come by and 
.check out my place. I mean it. It 
harvested areas of smaller' size, -can be done. I know it because I 
using irregular shapes and lear- have done it. 
ing islands of trees can appear 
as natural openings and are not 
so offensive to a viewing public. 
Even the best of well- 
intentioned plans may full short 
of expectations through error in 
mapping interpretation, layout 
or harvesting, only, as in the 
Multiple use? Integrated 
management? Forests forever? 
Can't we cut out the glitz and 
approach this from a different 
angle? 
The above is a copy of ~ letter 
sent by Cedarvale resident 
Jason Katz to Charlie Wilison, ques are slow, and that weighed other contractors either more 
against, cleat,-cutting methodsl{:) willin~,/or e~t~ei.teii~ i~,:sele~i~:' 
• : . . .  i ..... ,. ,! , ...... .} ,,.., tr',., I~',~,",f;~t ~,'~,,:, ',!~".~'~O'! "r~ ' : !h" : :p  
Logge . . . . . .  r ove rcom es inj u ry 
. TERRACE - -  Ron Snider has 
always been cautious in the 
woods during his 25 years of 
logging but now he's more so 
following a serious accident 
three years ago. 
On Dec. 31, 1986 he was a 
drill operator at Kalum Poles. 
Just before coffee that day, he 
stopped to sharpen the drill bits 
on a grinder mounted on the air 
drill's frame. 
But the governor that con- 
trois the speed of the grinder 
motor broke, causing it to 
re~/olve at six times the normal 
2,200rpm speed. 
When Snider touched his drill 
bit to the grinder, the spinning 
stone wheel exploded. One piece 
went through is safety glasses, 
slicing open his left eye while 
another struck his head above 
the left eyebrow, taking off a 
part of his skull. Other bits 
damaged both his thumbs and 
broke his ribs. 
What followed was a loss of 
his left eye, nine days of surgery 
in Vancouver and a reconstruc- 
tion of his skull with plastic. 
Snider, 54, went through ex- 
tensive rehabilitation and other 
assistance through the Workers' 
Compensation Board and is 
now back in the woods, buck- 
lug for Bear Creek Logging. 
:The damage to Snider's thumbs 
means he can't fall and can't 
work during the colder winter 
months. 
"My hands are strong, but 
there's no circulation in my 
thumbs. It's a circulation pro- 
blem and it's something I'll 
have to learn to  live with," he 
says. 
When he first went back to 
work, Snlder says people asked 
him about he accident but now 
most know what happened, 
"I 'm an example standing 
, fight there in front of them," 
said Snider of the need for safe- 
ty at work. "Most people in the 
,woods .are super cautious but 
tliere's"ihe odd pne that's resg, 
,¢d around the edges." 
• Eventually Snlder wants to 
finda job where he can work ln- 
doors during the winter months. 
iAnd even though ~e can't.wOrk :~
,dm'lng the  Winter, he!a•/~n,  ~r
:keeping: busy, fixing up •a new. ,i 
,home bought last year. ' " 
case of the Seven Sisters to er- a ~. . . L  - r  [ '~ " ,~: t  . ;  "1.~ rive t o~nmgs /not~ wszb~e 
district manager, Ministry of 
Forests, "Hazeiton." . . . . . .  ~.'. ' : "  ,~" 
$.{ er from returning to work In the 
skull and thumbs. He also lost an 
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ing to lead us back into bar- 
barism, in order that they 
may control and exploit us. 
These~ people presently 
control the mass media, and 
achieve their goals as much 
by withholding the truth as 
by distortion and outright 
falsehood. 
Any politician having 
moral standards stands 
athwart the attainment of 
their goals. He is therefore 
an obstacle and must be 
removed. 
A person like Bill Vender 
Za~,  who is openly pre.life, 
is viewed as a threat, since he 
reminds people of moral 
obligations many would 
prefer to forget. 
A politician who tries to 
raise the general level of 
public morality, rather than 
lower it, is anathema in their 
eyes. 
One who is patriotic they 
hate, for he will oppose their 
drive to consolidate all 
governments into one, in a 
- world-wide government that 
they hope to control. 
Since they control the pro- 
cess of money-creation, 
which is at once the secret, 
and source, of their power, 
they want politicians in of. 
rice who will enlarge the 
pubfic debt, rather than 
reduce it, since they will pro- 
fit from the resulting usury. 
In all these areas, Vander 
Zalm has offended the rulers 
as truth by much of the 
public. 
The fruits of this campaign 
are now' evident. Up has"' 
become down, white has 
become black, and good has 
become bad. The mind- 
manipulators can be proud 
of themselves and their 
achievement. 
The time has come for the 
people of this province to  
decide by just whom and 
what they want to be govern- 
ed. Do they want to e lect  
their own people - -  those 
who will strive to do what is 
best for the province and its 
people in the long run? 
Or do they want to let 
themselves be controlled by  
those selfish but faceless 
creatures who hide from 
public view, but endeavour 
The mind mani- 
pulators can be proud 
of themselves and of 
their achievement. 
to rule by manipulating the 
levers of public information? 
We will then learn - -  too 
late --  that we were the 
suckers who were sold a bill 
of goods by the media 
manipulators, who exercise 
authority without respon- 
sibility, and seek to promote 
politicians who will have 
responsibility but no real 
authority. 
of our invisible government, These people care not a 
,~ ~vho, exercise control, from, whit how the, rest.,of us~may.~, 
behind the .  scenes l by the .suffer, as long as they can/,~,, 
power of the purse. , " "t~eed their own lust for the .... 
Therefore, theorder went prerogatives ~f wealth :and ''':''; 
out some time ago that, power. 
'Wander Zaim mast go." Very sincere!yyours, 
The prostitutes of the press Howard T. Ennis, Jr. 
did as they were told, and Hazelton, B.C. 
Forever getting 
much to close 
Dear Sir: 
I watch the news and see 
all the conflicts that are of 
the greatest importance to 
our politicians, most of 
which have little to do with 
the ecological state of our 
country and world. 
The legacy in which we are 
leaving our children has 
become inaudible to the ears 
of our politicians, yet these 
are the officials that we have 
elected into government and 
are supposedly the people 
that are there too represent 
Canada s a whole. 
What I see happening is a 
government forging a com- 
mitment o that of another 
government, not worrying 
about their own country's 
policies, practices, and IX'O- 
pie. 
Our government has 
allowed clear-cut logging, 
strip mining, and water and 
air pollution, just to have 
these materials shipped 
abroad for processing and re- 
distribution back to our own 
country to be sold to Cana. 
dians at twice to three times 
the cost of the original raw 
materiel. 
And what is left in return? 
We end up with .forests that 
• animals can not survive in, 
air that is unfit to breathe. 
Waters that have become un. 
fit for human consumption 
and that kills off anything 
that fives in it. And place. 
where mines were that are 
unsafe for any type of in. 
habitation, animal, plant, or 
human alike. 
When the  t rees  are  ` gone ,  
the air we breathe will 
become less and less 
replenishable because of the 
lack of conversion of carbon 
dioxide to oxygen. 
Moisture created by plants 
and trees will no longer be 
evident, causing an at- 
mospheric drying condition,, 
much like we are seeing more 
and more in areas where 
moisture had been common 
place. 
The pollution of the water 
systems, are now to the point 
of total collapse cologically, 
and may never eturn to their 
unpolluted state of several 
hundred years ago or even a 
hundred years ago. 
When the trees are 
gone, the air we breathe 
will become less and 
less replenishable. 
We have to realize that the 
environment is in jeopardy 
and doesn't stand an even 
chance of recovery, if our 
political eaders are going to 
continue to sit on their hands 
and ignore what large cor- 
porations are and will con- 
tinue to do to the environ- 
ment in which we all have to 
live. 
I don't think Canadians 
should let this go on forever, 
because forever is getting 
shorter and shorter for 
everyone, including our 
children. 
Write your MLA and 
Prime Minister. 
They're ga nging r i
up on premier I 
Sir: lannch  n oamp gn of  I: i 
There exists among us a hatred and distortion that,{ " 
group of people who are try- eventually became accepted 
r "  .... 
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R ewa rd posted 
nller t o find k i 
Pollc.e 
looking P 
for help 
TF JmACI~ - -  A $5,000 Cos) 
reward is being offered for in- 
formation in the murder of an 
Alaskan man found shot to 
death in a gravel pit near 
Meziadin Junction 18 months 
ago. 
Prince Rupert RCMP say 
they are still trying to f'md the 
killer of 23-year-old Philip In-. 
nes Fraser, whose family has 
put up the reward to help in- 
vestigators find a hitchhiker 
considered the prime suspect. 
Fraser crossed into Canada 
from Alaska June 17, 1988, on 
his way south to Washington 
State, and travelled south on 
Hwy37 where he picked up a 
male hitchhiker at 40-Mile Flat 
- -  a gas station 70km south of 
Dease Lake. RCMP say that's 
the last time witnesses saw 
Fraser alive. 
His black Volkswagen Jetta 
was found burnt out in a Prince 
George carwash on June 19 and 
his body was discovered 38 days 
later by tourists in a gravel pit 
east of Stewart. 
Investigation ow centres on 
f inding someone who 
remembers the hitchhiker or 
what he did, Cpl. Craig Gates 
said. 
RCMP have traced the hit- 
chhiker as far south as Meziadin 
Junction and as far north as 
Tok, Alaska. The man told peo- 
ple he rode with various stories 
about where he was from and 
what he was doing, Gates said. 
The man may have given the 
names Leonard, or Todd, and 
may have said he was a medical 
student from Toronto, or that 
he was in the Yukon to attend a
wedding. 
"Somewhere in these stories 
we're hoping there's a grain of 
truth that will trigger someone 
to recall something and help us 
with the case," Gates said. 
"And with every story there's 
7 
, .  ,~  
r~',' "~-~;~.~ 
. .~,~,  
. ~  
~ "~ 
THIS COM POSITE drawing based on witness accounts shows the 
hitch-hiker RCMP investigators believe killed Philip Innes Fraser in 
1988. 
the possibility of him giving, teeth, rotten gums, dark puffy 
some bit of truth about his idea- slightly slanted eyes. 
tity." • A nail biter and a slow 
In particular, Gates wants to speaker. A smoker who prefers 
talk to anyone that might have A~erican cigarettes and smokes 
given the hitch-hiker a ride to by cupping his hand around 
40-Mile Flat or given him a ride cigarette. Right-handed. 
from Haines Junction to Jake's Gates said whatever the in- 
Corner. vestigation turns up, the file will 
Witnesses describe the hit- never be closed, 
chhiker as: "We've got a face. We've got 
• A white male 20 to 26 years a description. That's more than 
old, five feet nine inches tail and a lot of investigations turn up," 
weighing between 200 and 220 he said. " It  may take us a while, 
pounds, but I 'm still fairly optimistic 
• .* .Has:.a~ flabby build i and :a .. about his one," 
large, beer belly::and a,double Anyone ,~ith.-any information 
chin. Has.uzzkempt brown hair, can contact Cpi. Craig Gates at 
collar length, parted on the the Prince Rupert RCMP sub• 
right. Has jagged brown-stained divbion at 627-3143. 
Matrix offers a complete system of restructurizing perms, one shine, resilience and tensile strength ever. Matrix perms de- 
for eve~ type of hair, Each formula infuses the exclusive Matrix liver results that look and feel completely natural and assure 
Alphatine Complex' deep into the cortex to replenish the ultimate client satisfaction and 
heir's key structural elements and guarantee the most complete styling freedom. ~matr ix '  
With every perm receive a FREE 8 oz. bottle 
of PERM FRESH 
(Leave in curl retention aid $8.95 value) 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
638-SAVE 
I PBS PERSONNEL 635-2104 I 
Specializing in Temporary I 
OFFICE ASSISTANCE 
'r ' Secretarial '-- Clerical . i ' I; " 
Reception - -  Word Processing ' I ~ : 
Quality Staff Hourly Contrast I 
305 - 4722 I.akelse Avenue | i 
, ' ( TIIT~ 'Crr~crne ,ThRe(~ b'e/B~ illdll~g ) | : ; "  
Ri de Easy! 
R e home a new 1990 with no money: oo~ I:; 
A New Ski.Dog ® for a New Year 
Don't miss the first deal of the decade on now at your 
participating Ski-Don® dealer. Pick up your new 1990 
with no money down, plus get on the spot financing, 
0A.C. and a special 12.9% interest rate for two years. 
See your nearest participating Ski.Dog ® dealer today 
for best selection, and enjoy your new Ski.Dog ® at a 
price that lets you fide easyl 
• Agreement subject to approved credit 
Offer expires February 28, 1990. 
Participating dealers only, 
• Trademark of Bombardier Inc. 
sk idoa  xooo 
OUR lDGf I$ PIRFORMANCe. 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
,:r,~ ~(~. ~ ;~; 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Time Is Runnin 
Out! 
On Chrysler Guaranteed Rebates. 
see sales people for further details 
s 1,000 Rebate< 
on 
Voyager Caravan 190 
Only 10 to choose from. 
, - - - - - - - - - - - - , .  
,~~) ,~ MOUNT LAYTON O O/O Financing. 
f~~ HOT SPRINGS i I . . .  ~ , 
89 Coils ;' : : ~ ~'::: 
2 for 1, I Fine 
bring a friend, 11 ~ $ te 
|~CALL 798-221 4 .,, 
i After 4:30 p.m. all pools 
end slides are 2 for I 
- -L• 
i 
~~.~lqw~.~rF~E..~_~,~]r,ptrv.~.~b~t~,,~r~.~t.~e,~.t~ l . . ~ , ~ .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ' - , . . ~ . ~  L_  " . . . . . . .  ~- .~ ' ,%,~:~ ~.~ ~. '~ '~: - ' . - -~" .~,~ '~: ' . : ; : ,  : ,  
United States for fish stocks it 
, "~ says it needs to settle its land 
- :-::.;-i-,The~request was made after 
~ : the  Nisga'a said there weren't 
;/~ ~ enough sockeye returning to the 
~. Nass River to meet its commer- 
- cial, food and other needs. 
;"-, !.. Management and control of 
- '.: :ithe Nass fishery is One of several 
? " ~eas under negotiation between 
the federal government and the 
• Nisga'a to settle the latter's land 
; laim centered in the Nass 
::Valley. 
;'> TheNisga'a made the request 
after learning in December that 
.~ ~8 per cent of the 1989 Nass 
• sockeye run was caught by 
• Americans. 
:~:-~: Although the Nisga'a have 
been negotiating a fisheries set- 
*tlement for some years and 
-knew the American catch rate 
Was high, the figure came as a 
surprise, said tribal council 
president Alvin McKay. 
"It 's certainly double, if net 
~-. triple of what we first thought. 
At  this rate, the river will be 
i. dried up for sockeye," said 
McKay. 
"Can " " ~ ada has an international 
i:i ~ (salmon) treaty with the United 
~ States but for some reason 
" there's more attention made to 
- the,southern portion. But up 
north it seems there is no focus 
on it - -  no attempt to keep it in 
:,- balance~" he said. 
Figures for last year's catch 
indicate the American fishery 
took 344,000 Nass sockeye and 
Canadian fishermen 144,000 
once the fish passed into Cana. 
~i: dian waters. That left less than 
i/ 14,000 sockeye available at the 
mouth of the Nass once calcula- 
tions were done to leave suffi. 
cient fish to spawn and 
replenish the run. 
~ Federal  land claims 
negotiator Fred Waichli called 
"t~'~£d'e~6rdple'x as it involved " 
not only a settlement of the 
:Nisga'a claim but considera. 
~iiohs involving the entire nor- 
them fishery. 
"We've looked at everything. 
The difficulty is to change the 
whole (fishery) management 
Nisga'a ask fads 
for help getting 
NASS fishery 
'TERRACE --  The Nisga'a 
Tribal Council has asked 
federal fisheries minister Tom 
Siddon to bargain with the 
Alvin McKay 
scheme in Canadian waters," he 
said. 
The American catch is a com- 
plicating factor as it occurs out- 
side of Canadian jurisdiction, 
Walchli added. 
He said some trade-offs are 
being contemplated by the 
federal government as part of 
the negotiations. Nisga'a 
fishermen, for instance, also 
fish the Skeena runs. 
Federal fisheries regional 
director general Pat Chamut 
called the Nisga'a problem one 
of several involved in deciding 
who should take what fish and 
how much should be caught. 
The long standing position of 
Canada is that American 
fishermen are taking too much 
fish returning to Canadian 
rivers, he said. 
The Nass fish caught by 
American boats are mixed with 
those from other rivers, making 
it impossible to separate or 
allocate catches for Canadian 
and American fishermen, he 
said. 
A salmon treaty signed bet- 
ween the United States and 
Canada in the last decade 
doesn't set out catch limits, say- 
ing only that the fishery should 
benefit both countries, Chamut 
added. 
Land claims negotiations bet. 
wean the Nisga'a and the 
federal government are schedul- 
ed to resume next week in Tar. 
race. It'll be the third session 
since the fall. 
Improve 
Your 
~ " Outlook 
Choose from a 
i " huge selection 
of framesl 
• i ~ _ ~  
*-SERVICE 
FOR MOST i PRESCRIPTIONS 
hl  our  r~ew . . ,  r--j& 
~ BensOn Optical Laboratories Ltd. 
C 4608 Lakelse Ave. 638-0341 
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Skeena Mall k ~";~'~ kr  
::~':<"' }:3 
LE SA ', , 
. . , .  ~ 
WATCH FOR OUR 
X P A N S I ON .J 
•  n,'iun %n 
SIDEWALK SALE!! ! 
L ©inl 
Skeena Mall 
COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS LTD. 
635-6811 
IAI[,= 
ITEMS AVAILABLE ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
.... Sker~n.a Mall, Terrace 
!/2 PRICE 
BEAUTIFUL BLOUSESI 
BEAUTIFUL SAVINGSI 
Cotton blouses with sporty 
stripes or rayon blouses with col- 
ourful prints! Choose one of each 
at this low price and start your 
new year in stylel Sizes: S,M,L. 
.~ REG. $19.99 
 ou$ .99 
CHOICE 9 
, ,~~ ~S~T 
4620 Lakelee Ave. i: I
i' :/, Terrace, B.C, 
 nce 
. . . substance and  s ty le  i/ 
In Hectors Dining Room 
and the Inn Place 
1/3  OFF 
LADLES' T-SHIRTS 
Prints, solids, strlpesl Attractive 
Choices In long sleeve stylesl Sizes: 
S,M,L. 
REG. $9.99 to $19.99 
1/2 PRICE 30 oOFF 
MEN'S 
WESTERN SHIRTS GIRLS' 
- A classic Io0k in a variety el colourful patternM 
.o,,o.,~,, $9  99  oo... SLEEPSHIRTS s 6 .49 s12 .,, S,M,L,XL, izes: • A cozy, nightime favourite 
to  REG. S19.99 in a variety of screen 
i,.o,.o,,,.w.: L 1/3 OFF 1/3 OFF printslSlzes:7-14. TORTELLINI II ~ REG. $7.99 to $13.99 
served in cur most famous cream n 
o'r meat sauce. | $ 5  4 9  *8"95 i ,.FA.TS,, TO..L~RS' .=.'S, LA.,SS' 
Nso enJoy our fine =election of & CHILDREN'S & CHILDREN'S 
mouth w, zed,, appeuzer, FLEECE SETS WINTER FOOTWEAR 
end luscloua deslerlll , Choose from a delightful variety of Cho()so from an assortment of warm. 
JoJn us every screen printsI Sizes: 12.24 monlhs |ashlonable looks for your entire t ? 9 ~ l i  ~=, ,  4 9 Fdday & Saturday night and 2.6X. famllyl 
for the finest choice of Prime 
Rib money can buy..,SI)ecially, REG. $11.99 to $16.99 REG. $17.99 to $69.99 [] " 
seasoned, slow roasted and ' 
carved to order,: ~ ;, ~ S7.99 ' $11r~ .99  $~l ' ( l .99  S#lJ A1.99 
i l i i  to  By  SET I I I I  to - ' l r " - I r  P~IR 
i ~ _ 
'. •A OENOlS COMPANY 
t 
~J 
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I SIDEWrAL 
t ° 
PLUS 
Many more. instore SPecia!s.., ,.,;~,~ { 
/I/IAHEk 
SKEENA MALL ', ' .., ~635"9221 
- -  . . , . 
30% to 50% 
OFF 
Se lected  fashions.  Inc luding 
~ a large variety of dresses, ~ 
~ pants, tops and outerwear: i 
TERRACE STORES ONLY.  
d ig i t% Mickey Mouse A ~ o/ Classic Cowboys 
Pants %!1 1 ~o Sweats, T-Shirts 
t, JRWOFF Reg. 39.95 I J IUOFF  & Crinkle Cotton 
Sale 27.97 ~: ' -  Shirts 
,Neon Printed IL 
30~F Stenfleld ,Crinkle Cotton ,~11~~= 
I Sweetshlrts & I Long Sleeved 1111-~FllJl~u F Pants IShirts Ir...~l ~ Reg. 39.95 - -  Sale 
WHILE STOCK LASTS 
January 16 to 21, 1990 
RAINBOW EMBROIDERY ~ 
Skeena Mall 638"8275 
. ] . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ] 
~, : • 
GREAT SIDEWALK SALE 
VALUESJ 
L 
20% PLAYMOBIL 
OFF ALL 
Skeena 
Mall 
We will be giving 29oo away 1Playmobil $1  
Castle valued at 
J L Saturday, January 20 at 5:30 pm 
Plus Many Other Instore Specials 
* Gingerbread * 
PLA"HOUSE """~' 
Mens 
J EANS 
Reg. 34.98 
=2444 
I Men8 & Ladles Ladles 
WINTER SWEATSHIRTS & 
JACKETS PANTS 
Mens & Ladles 
SWEATERS 
Mens 
FLANNEL and 
COTTON SHIRTS: 
30-50o~ OFF 
m 
3KSAL 
q i  R~ 
- ; , -  - l 
II 
\ 
\ 
i 
S IDEWALK 
SALE 
SUEDE JACKETS 
. S ldqOO 
S i=L'i=CTI=DTOPI °~U";OT.[.6 MS 
$999 
 , ,,,o venuo 
638-1375 
./..OOKA7- 
-El[  ] 
I ~ ~ i 
i i K KO,  ~- j - -  =.--~-- 
"/'he power of technology. 
No. NOD 700 
.Compact Disc Player 
. Programmable up to16  -14H random selections. ONLY  _ J i l l  
,,- Skip & search/index functions. 
~,, Digital readout of operations. 
,,- Head phone jack. ~ '  "~ - /~  ~'O~,, 
1/2 OFF 
BRHUn 
Food Processor Accessories 
"1# 
bewl and H attachment ~ i:,'~, ett~lmmt • ' , . ,  . .', , : . . .  ~!,. ~ '~;  ~:~ : 
• Beater, mail 
' ~' :: . : ( :i:i ~R ~i:. ~!~' TERRACE STORE ONLY I 
i ~ :  ' ... . . . . .  L : : :  ~ NO,~ SKEENA MALL 
~,* ~ :: ~ ~ Phone: 638-6655 
I fflK:lffIlll._'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'~l ~ ')~== ~ ~. .ou~:  i B1~'a~J l~n~im~" ~,  z(-,.U,g, .- Men.. Sat.: e a.m. - 9 p.m. n n  m::ZL~,S ~ s~- , , -~ .  Sun; & Hofldays; 11 a.m. - e p.m. 
. . . .  • •~ (
~...~ -~., %, ~.~ : , : ' .~,~ . • " . . 
.-; .TERRACE '~- Here are oonvic- 
'tions resulting from recent cases 
heard in Terrace provincial 
cour t :  
Dec.  I I  
Robert Jay Dempster was 
convicted of driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal fimit of .08. Dempster was 
sentenced to 14 days in jail and 
is prohibited from driving for 
one year. 
Alan Patrick Fraiic pleaded 
guilty to possession of stolen 
property. Fralic was fined 
~. $1,000. 
Edward Theodore Robertson 
pleaded guilty to assault causing 
bodily harm. Judge P.R. 
Lawrence sentenced Robertson 
to three months in jail. Robert- 
son wassentenced to an addi- 
tional month in jail after 
pleading guilty to a narcotics 
' " possession charge. 
Dec. 12 
" Jason Stewart pleaded guilty 
to breaking-and-entering. He
was given a suspended sentence 
and one year probation. 
Dec. 13 
Glenn Andrew McCracken 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit of .08. McCracken 
was fined $400 and issued an 
automatic dr iver 's  licence 
suspension. 
" Wilma May Stanley pleaded 
guilty to possession of a nar- 
cotic for the purpose of traf- 
ficking. She was fined $400 and 
given 18 months probation. 
Dec..  14 
Jack Chief was convicted ot 
assault, and given a suspended 
sentence and one year proba- 
tion. 
Kevin Victor Wilk pleaded 
guilty to possession of a nar- 
cotic. He was sentenced to one 
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report i; court 
,to 
day in jail and fined $150. 
Jerry Johns pleaded guilty-to 
three counts of theft under 
$1,000. He was sentenced to 
four months in 'prison. 
Dec.-15 
Alexander Dowse pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving and 
disqualified driving. He was 
sentenced to four months in 
prison and 18 months proba- 
tion. 
Darren Patrick Erickson 
pleaded guilty to impaired riv- 
ing and obstructing a peace of. 
ricer. Erickson was fined a total 
of $550 and issued an automatic 
licence suspension. 
Real Joseph Laplante pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving and 
disqualified driving. Laplante 
was sentenced to 28 days in jail 
and one year probation, 
Kelly Brenton Lund was con- 
victed on three counts of 
assaulting a police officer and 
one count of mischief causing 
under $1,000 damage. Lund 
was sentenced tofour months in 
jail and 18 mon.ths probation. 
Mitch Vincent Scott pleaded 
guilty to mischief causing less 
than $1,000 damage. Scott was 
handed a suspended sentence 
and six months probation. 
Dee. 18 
Douglas Glen Petersen plead- 
ed guilty to breaking-and- 
entering "and failing to comply 
with the conditions of a release. 
Petersen was sentenced to one 
month in jail for 'the latter 
charge. He was sentenced to a 
further one year in jail and one 
year probation on the break- 
and-enter charge. 
Dennis Nadeau was convicted: 
of threatening and put on pro- 
bation for six months. 
Dee. 21 
Ernest Angus pleaded guilty ~: 
to possession o'f a narcotic arid d 
was fined $250. Angus was also ii 
found guilty, on another charge , 
of  failing to appear in court and ]: 
was fined $450. ' - :  ]i 
Randolph William Dahl ,,, 
pleaded guilty to refusing to ~: 
provide a breathalyzersample. 
ii 
Dahl was finedg450. , 
Douglas Alexander ,pleaded 
guilty to pointing a firearm. 
Alexander was givema suspend- 
ed sentence, and one year's pro- 
bation. 
Dwayne Belleros¢ pleaded 
guilty to failing to appear in [~ 
court and was sentenced to 
seven days in jail.Dec. 22 li 
Davinder Singh Basanti 
pleaded guilty to two counts of 
theft under $1,O00.Basanti was ~," 
"4s 
fined $75 for each charge. ,. 
~w 
Barry Bush pleaded guilty to i: 
threatening a person and was ~, 
sentenced to five days in jail in ti, ~' 
addition to any time already be- ,, ~' 
t i t  
ing served. , 
Albert James Meyer pleaded ]: 
guilty to assault. Meyer was '-':. 
given a suspended sentence and ~: 
one year probation. ,, 
t i= 
Dee. 27 ~'. 
George Kirby pleaded guilty ~ 
to assault causing bodily harm, ,~ 
assault and failure to appear in t: 
court. Kirby Was sentenced to a ~" 
total of six months in jail and !; 
two years on probation. ."' 
Dee. 28 .:, 
Donald lan Presby pleaded ;ii 
guilty to public mischief and '.;; 
was fined $250. ,'- . . .  
Dec. 29 :i 
Luigi Qualizza pleaded guilty ::; 
to driving with a blood-alcohol ::; 
level over .08. He was fined i:; 
$400 and issued a one-yem 5; 
licence suspension. ':" 
:: 
BUY 
0 • 
e 0 
0 
Q , 
o=.- 
SimMONV CLtAUNCE 
• @' f,.. /.;:; 
SAVE UP TO 433/4 % UNTIL JAN, 20 
ON SIMMONS BEAUTYREST, PRINCESS, LUXURY AND 
MAXIPEDIC CELEBRITY SLEEPSETS 
Right now your Simmons* Dealer is offering 
special pdcing on the world famous quality, com. •" 
fort and support of Simmons Beautyrest* Princess 
• and Luxury *Sleepaets. All Beautyrest mattresses 
feature Simmons own patented Contour.Flex* 
Pocket Ceil construction. Start off the 90's with 
the best price on a good night's sleep. 
IHAX]PIBIC gO'Ei~': St 2"14 0au~ Ad~t°'Rest c°~ Edg~uaNs' Full flex" I 
m~. Inttda~ J , Up~m'ed vdth 3/4" tom with 11/2" confuted foam t~- 
pet. Gt~IZ  qulflad to 1118" supw ~ foam. Ttntno ~ Inchored in SW. 
Also av~ u exba ftm todd Heavy duty Ixm spdnO with "L" brace supper 
f0f ~ cmfm ml du~lty, 
• QUEEN SIZE 
Maxipedic 
Celebrity 1759.9 
Reautyrest 
Princess 
Beatltyrest 
Luxury t;900 
899 
929 
1,068 
ANCE LTD:' 
~ , '! .. ~ S ince  1 '963  
4501 Lakelse Ave. 
ilJ 638-1158 
'! 
I / 
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E REPOR' [  Female minority POL iC  
' " .office wa d Marijuana seizure rs  ate 
worth $8,000 . ~~:  
TERRACE - -  A 4Z-year-old Terrace woman is facing drag t herTn~i~ wRve~M~ d:l;::~ue;:~t Tnh:~: Kbem~ 
Jan. 24 and in Smithers Jan. 25. 
trafficking charges after local RCMP searched a private home minorities to join the federal , . • * * ~ t , ,  
and seized one and a half pounds of marijuana, police force. Of the39 RCMP members at 
Narcotics officers said the street vaiue of the drug seizure The visit is •part of a nor- the Terrace detachment, sixare 
was approximately $8.000. thwest our m~d follows efforts women. There is 'one Vacant 
No further details or names have been released, and RCMP by the RCMP to change the mix position for a special native 
say they are continuing their investigation, of its force, constable. 
. CHER-AN S REMOVATRON 
THE PAINLESS ALTERN~.TIVE TO ELECTROLYSIS 
: 
l i ~ l  i ' -~ / , , , *  F ~ INO~led 
I IA ~ I . '~"~'~ ,,":~,. 
I - - I • COMPMMENTAIRY CONSULTATION I ~ l • ~c~.ss c~u,~n~s,rs 
l ~~m'm____,J 635-3307:.,,. 
,~ 4ao1 LAZELLE, TERRACE ,: 
I Female and minority ap- ;-;' 
impaire r ving eyesight, education, be . : : :r' "~ ~ Kine n Club of Terrace Presents ,i; 
physically fit and be aCanadian 
charge la=d °""°n" Sul:)er Bowl More than 1,000 women are ! I i ,' :' : A 28-year-old Terrace man is being charged with impaired now among the force's more I.~ ~ '~! '  : - - ~ x  "2:' ~,[ 
driving after a single-vehicle accident on a Hwy37 hill near the than 20'000 officers and °ther I~  ~"  " ' S  ' ' " ~O'  • : i~  
airport, employees, moker 90 
RCMP said the man's vehicle went out of control around 7 The two officers will take 
p.m. last Thursday and rolled into the ditch, questions and give a presenta- 
Damage to the vehicle was approximately $10.000 but tbe tion Jan. 23 at 7:30 p.m. in the /~ .  , ~  ~ " ~ ,  , .=~. .~/  ~1!  ! 
man escaped uninjured. Terrace library's, downstairs "~\ " ~ ' 
meeting room. • 
' Their visit here is being ar- 
p th" ght ranged, by the Terrace and " ~ .  / ~  ~ i  Co-o ]ef cau District Muititcultural Associa. 
tion and the local RCMP 
trying to escape • 
A would-be thief was caught red.handed in an early morn. It's a deal 
in~ break-and-enter at the Terrace Co-op last Thursday, 
RCMP said. The suspect -- who police said was carrying mer- TERRACE -- Oitksan and . • . ~ '
chandise -- tried to flee but was apprehended inside the Wet'suwet;en leaders and 
building. ' federal Indian affairs =~,ister I [ Sunday, Jan. 28, 1 pm-6 pm I I • RCMP said a 30-year-old Terrace man has been charged in Pierre Cadieux signed an agree. 
connection with the break-in and made an appearance in ment Jan. 13 in the Kispiox to " " : a t  ' : 
court last week. negotiate self government. I [ 'K in  Hail, iHaa~iiwe[I & Sparks [ ,:[ 
• The agreement was proceeded smog 
one five days of talks between 0 I ged i ,~o parties on what form of I ' A d v a n c e d  T ickets  Man char n government should be formed, nly 
Native leaders said self I ~ *15 each ~ [ 
Dav is  Ave ,  assau l t  government is the first in a 
J I ,~)~"  _~ • Big Screen T.V. , Entertainment ' . series of measures for them to | ~<,~. ,~ • Refreshments , Beef & Bun dinner ~ I A 27-year-old Terrace man appeared in court last week to take control of their own af- 
face assault charges following an incident last Tuesday night, fairs. " . [ ~%,,,~'*,,~IP" Tickets available from any Klnemen or ~ ~  | 
i 'W,~'~a~'~l~P ' call 638-0479 or 638-8120 after 6 pm ~ j RCMP are describing the incident at a home on Davis Ave. Also present were provincial ~ (No mlno~ mdmllled) 
as a domestic dispute, government representatives. I 
Man charged in 
Crosswalk "she m,, ap 
A Terrace man was charged last week after a vel~cle he was 
driving struck a pedestrian i a crosswalk. The Terrace man 
hit at the corner of Greig Ave and Kalum St. on Jan. 8 was 
taken to hospital for treatment ofundetermined back injuries 
sustained in the accident. . ~ , 
INTERNA'rlONAI: TRUCKS 
L.E.J. International Trucks Ltd. 
Terrace 
Cliff Sharpies AI Rasko 
General Mgr. Parts Mgr. 
Parts and Service Hours: 
Monday 8am- 5 pm Tuesday. Fdday 8 am. 9 pm Saturday 9am. 5 pm 
3467 Highway 16 East Business: 6~S-9198 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4P3 Fax: 635-9115 
Cancer can 
be beaten. 
Please g~ve generously 
. : . , ,  - , ;  . 
[-] 
r 
,n o,o r eoorO o,,o,,vo, [ fic. ets tor this travel p.enod the Sup.er SkySavers i and a job well done. You've ~ 
earned a Free Single Full ' ~ ~,, 
Meal Deal, Pnce guarantee applies For more Information, • Single Burger 
• Fries, callyo,urTmvel Agent or ~"  ~.. . , ,  !'t  12 oz. Soft Drink 
• 5o,.Sundae Cana&an at635 7111.,:: anaalmn ., / Topping of your oholoe ._ 
PREPARED BY DAIRYQUEEN 
Aaron Petovello • Congratuiat ions ' . " ' ! " . : . . . . .  : ~ 
I AC~,d/~a~s: These fares are ~iid until May 15, 1990. All travel must be compieted by May 15,1990. No travel permitted 5etv;ee, 
pri u and April 20, 1990 incm.sive. Minimum stay one Saturda ni ht Maximum sta ~TERRACE STANDARr ' I  =, 7davsinadvance =-." . . . .  ,=-.,.a.,.,.-,..__,.:_ . .= .... ^ . Y .g  , . .  . y 30 days.Tickets must be purcsased at least I I ".  I __ [] I El ..~ #. .u~atc~=~=~;mmtCUalm~UUjt:t;££oaVallaOlllE umerconaido . '" . . . . .  . . . . . . .  Y.. nsap = ....... , r, PY. $|RV NG tHE tERRACE A R E A  Pe as • L__.JI : :  ] I I  ~ g usG/RUL/CpMVwEST;SabreN'/$YSHOT:~RegervecDMR4282/cP " .  , J 
4647 LazoHe Ave., Terrace, a.c.'. . . . .  " '  638-7283 LCX'ta~]ntsaregiste~edt~emarkbfCanadhinAlrlifi~b.jl~hi~h~d:~d~(Q:.,~:~., .,: :.-: " , . :  • :. ' : . . , ' . ' ; . . "  : ,= ; i : : . ;  1:¢ :: ' d ' "~4 ' '~4 "T ~.~ 
NUMBER IS NOW 60% LESS. 
OUR VANCOUVER d 
), 
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Rotten wood welcomed ! af a a tm  nra.i:   , + i '  
; ",'.; , "' rhlfrlenell.t Inn to~nl " ,~ '~,  r r ' + 
TERRACE Logs affected by ua~ ~ moe.+o~ ~,, m ~ m q ~  ' +' 
evening o¢ ;nUmate e~1nZ~g md reasonable ~ l  ~ l l~ i~ J  " , i 
rot  may not be welcomed by ' ;tt 
many:sawmills, but themanager Start the New Year by joining our 
of Kaium Wood Products, the 
newest mill,in the Terrace area, 
"says that is just what his opera- 
tion wants. 
Describing the target log as 
one that is rotten in the centre 
but has between six and eight in- 
+ ches,of souhd wood around the 
b'dtside, David Rice said, 
"Primariiy~ + we want logs that 
no~qne elsewants o fool with." 
: Once a•whole log chipper has 
been':installed, the mill will also 
salvage logs which are com- 
pletely rotted but through only 
part of their length. Pointing 
out that type of log would be 
fed into the chipper in most 
mills, Rice said Ka ium would 
instead chip only thepart of the 
log that was com~.!etely 
unusable and process the re- 
mainder for lumber. 
Initially the mill will produce 
l'4s, 2'4s and 4'4s in 10ft. and 
13ft:lengths. Explaining those 
were the prime lengths sought 
by buyers in their target market 
of Japan, he said 20ft. and 26ft 
lengths would eventually be ad- 
ded to the product range. 
The mill will also have the 
capability of producing cants in 
various sizes to a max imum of 
12'12s;, ' ' 
Rice said the mill will start up" 
on a single shift system and 
emPloy' 18 people, including 
mill workers, contractors and 
office staff, all of whom were 
local residents. That figure 
would increase slightly when a 
second shift was introduced but 
theilog supply would determine 
when that change took place. 
vr',~vvo ~nc ouor insmmng equipment and finishing the interior of the new Kalum Wood Products 
sawmill on West Kalum Road. It may look a little chaotic at the moment, but mill manager David Rice 
says he is confident he operation will fire up on schedule early next month. 
He also pointed out the 
operation would be "environ. 
sent friendly" since all waste 
would be turned into hog fuel 
- -  therefore no burning ~ and 
the mill would not be using any 
wood preservatives, 
TIGER PRAWNS SAFARI + 
L +, ' !~  
? 
-> ,. + + : ::.+~++ 
+' +++ +,ii 
. i:i+++:,, 
[ +HRIMPSTIlFFI:OP+~WN+ [1 G~+I I~ I~++NS ++++ ' l
.,o,-,.. +'m +..,oo 13.95 & cocklailmucs. II ~ m ~ II~ me & ve0eta~s, 
+ 
CAJUN PRAWNS l I c~.+,+++ COMBO ' , 1  
" '"  95 '+"- Ol all tlwee. rice & voGelables. , ~ I I~ .  , 15.95 
Ask about our Banquet Facllitlesl We cater 
in oer downst~rs toe,ton from 60.1BO people. ; 
MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATUREI 
For more Informatlon and remrvstlons call: 
0g~ER: Mo~ • Sen. L I~  M0n. - Fd. 4332 Lak01se Ave. 
5 p.m. to 11 p,m. t1:30 a.m. to 2 p.m, Terrace s .c  635-9161 
Now is the time for the 
lkst iin lI, Cls l st Sellers!+ Confirming the target start. 
up date of early February still 
appeared feasible at this stage, T . . . .  h 17...,..4 
Rice said that was three weeks ~"~/5 ~ z-uxu trucks are ~g the way into the '90s in British Columbia, and we're celebrating 
earlier than would have bee.with special prices on our best sellers. Choose one of the special values shown below, or see 
possible had it not been for the 
mild winter the area has ex- yo  cr~ package and price that's right for you[ 
perienced to date. , 
Kalum Wood Products is 
located on the West Kaium 
Road and is a joint venture bet- 
ween B&I Forest Products and 
junior partner Skeena Cellulose 
Inc. 
UT ,NO A.OU_T 
Sul /.rCab 4x2, V-8 F-150 4x2, V-8 
wit l /A i r  Conditioning ~ FM Cassette w/clock. Cloth Trim. 5-spd Manual Transmission > TERRACE --  The Terrace 
Hotel is going through more 
than $500,000 worth of renova~ 
tions, says a spokesman for its 
owners. 
Dullss Kleamyck of Georgilas 
Investments aid the renova. 
tions will take until spring and 
involve inside and outside 
changes to the 68-room facility. 
"We want to keep up with the 
time~. We're updating the din- 
lag'Teem and banquet facilities 
and putting new windows in the 
rooms," she said. 
Further work is being plann. 
I ed on the pub downstairs and in 
g an older section of the hotel 
now being used as a storage 
room. 
Georgilas Investments pug- 
chased the Terrace Hotel from 
receivers in 1988. Two weeks 
ago, it sold the Yellowhead Inn 
in Prince George to the 
Singapore-based Chains Inter- 
national Hotel Group for $3+68 
million. 
* ~ 'k* 'k*  
Okanagan-Skeena Holdings, 
the parent company of Ske~na 
Broadcasters and which also has 
extensive real estate holdings in 
the northwest, elected its 1990 
board of directors recently. 
Chairman of the board and 
company president is John 
Weatherall of Toronto. The 
senior vice president is Bryan 
Edwards. 
Also on the board are R.C. 
"Sandy" Sandover-Sly of Ter- 
race,, J. Fred Weber of Van- 
cotiver, Jack: Adelaar of Van- 
tom of the artwork were the 
words "Ski Terrace". 
* ,A .****  . . . . . .  
The provincial government 
has printed 1 million copies of 
its 1990 guide to hotels, motels ..... 
and other tourist-related accom- . 
modations. 
There are approximately 
2,000 operations listed. The 
guide was first published in 
1926. 
McDonald's is testing canola 
oil as a substitute for vegetable 
for its fried foods in 200 of its 
Ontario outlets. 
A decision on using canola oil 
- -  it doesn't  have any 
cholesterol -- in all of its Carla- 
dian outlets could be made 
within 60 days, said company 
spokesman Marcia Finlayson. 
' VIA Rail shifts 
north schedule 
TERRACE-  VIA Rail chang. 
ed its rail service schedule this 
week but it was slow in getting 
' word out to potent ia l  
', passengers. . 
', '+It took time to get the 
! schedules. We only had +them 
" finaii~ed last>week, '' said VIA 
spokesman Mike Williams from 
his Winnipeg office last week. 
i Williams ~added that cuts in 
VIA service and subsequent 
" layoffs (they took effect this 
week) ,Is 0 affect~ the abi!!ty 
I m  d 
',A ERCUF 
• I ) ~) 5.0 L V-8 Deluxe Tu-Tone Cruise Control Tilt Wheel • AM/ 
couver, David Knight of Toron- 5.0 L V-8 • Deluxe qh-Tone •Cruise Controi. Tilt Wheel • AM/ ~ • Sport Wheel Covers • Step Bumper. Chrome Grille • Headlineri 
to, Donald McConachie ot FM Cassette w/clock- Cloth "liim • 5-spd Manual Transmission anti Insulation. Light Group. Convenience Group 
Vancouver, Horace Simpson ot • Sport Wheel Covers • Step Bumper- Chrome Grille. Headliner 
Kelowna, J. BruceSmithofthe Ready to go: $1G f l f l f l  ~* and Insulation •Lght Group * Convenience Group 
Okanagan and Roy Spooner of i ! 1 7 i ~ ? O g ,  lhx ~, ~sF '~migY ~F  + 
Ready: to go: Vancouver. i 
Okanagan-Skeena has nor- :<: J L~p,  
thwest real estate investments in 
Terrace, Smithers and Houston -- ' i~"  " 
in addition to holdings in the ..: .. :, ' " " . . . . . . . . . . .  . ........:: ..,:. :-,:<:: :. :,. .g • . , '+ . .  
Okanagan and other parts of ~ + +  . . .,:,++.i++..a..+. , ,~.'~?'.'.. ~ ~ k ~ " ~  J ~ 
the southern interior. ~/t~t " : ,;: : . '~ : i : i ! ,~~'~ :,~ . , ,,.~ :, 
Ski fever hit Terrace last ~ ! : ~ : i ~ ~ 1 1 +  ~ ~ . T  " 
month judging from sales of a 
Judy Appler of Rainbow Em- '~ " i~  "" ~i ~; ,~ ....... ~ -'.~I.'::-".,~:~ : 
broidery said the store quickly ~/ 'm¢~. - ' :~ ; .q ' ,~h ' i  ~t"I~. 
sold out 18 T-shirts depicting a
skier being hauled up a moun- ,,~ - :~ , ,  ~"  
tain by a bulldozer. On the bob + ;'  " '  .... ,B~: ~]~i i"!': 
'It- 
• 5" 
" , ' k  
4x4, V-8 
Conditioning 
5.0 L V-8 • Deluxe Tu- ibne • Cruise Control • Tilt Wheel • AM/ 
FM Cassette w/clock * Ch)th Trim * 5-s l)d Manual 'lYansmissiou 
• Sport Wheel Covers • Step Bumper" Chrome Grille • Heacllint'r 
and Insulatiou •Li Group • Conve~ fience (;roup 
some advertising of its new Ready to go: I :t: 
times and dates of service on its 
northwestern un, he said. 
Those changes were made 
necessary to fit the times of the' 
remaining VIA trans-Canada 
service. The other one was cut 
this week as part o f  the cut. 
backs. 
VIA Rail will now travel 
through Terrace, west bound, 
on Mondays, Wednesdays and 
t 
19,700 
I nc ludes  Fre ight  & Air  Exc ise Tax 
' .'+ • Based on F-IS0,155" W B SupeK'ab with 5 spd. and EVI #II'36A i)lus ot her option., 
Excludes Provincial Taxes andllcence. Not all L)calers ina~. have stock for imlttCltlale 
::+ ,. + ,'! ! '+. ,  ..... + 
++. + :~t~t +: ;+ - :)~.-+:.++  
+ . . . .  , / /  . .,.++,:~:..++,., 
!i'( . "? ~ . . . . . . .  
"C .+, .i" ! 
F-150 4x4, V-8 
5.0 L V8.  Deluxe 'lh-'lbne •Cruise Control • Tilt Wheel * AM/ 
FM Cassette w/clock • Ciol h 'l'rini • 5-spd Mauual Trausmission 
• Sport Wheel Covers *Step Bumper" Chronw Grille • Headliner 
and Insulation, Li ht Group, Com'enience Group 
+18,000++ 
+ . , Inc ludes  Fre ight  • 
')*Based on F.I50 I$3 + W.B. Rag Cab with 5 spd. and EV P #f136A )lus other o +llons, 
Excludes Provincial Taxes and llcencc. Net all Dcalers may bavc stock for immcdlate 
delivery, Dealer may sell for less. See Dealer for dot ails . . . .  
delivery. Dealer may sell for leas. See Dcalcl for details, ~ I  
The Northwest 
Saturdays. It :leaves at 10:3S :.- 
a,m. The train: travels east, Price Ru~rt l~mh,n l:nrd ~lem l.td+ 
,Smithers 
/ 
FORD 
t :  
i~!! 
",) 
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Need seen for urban 
B.C. native association 
TERRACE - -  The United 
Native Nations 0/N'N) wants to 
revive its northwest locals to 
meet he needs of natives living 
in urban centres, says the 
organization's president. 
Ron George said it's becom- 
ing apparent there aren't going 
to be the kinds of services pro- 
mised to natives by the federal 
government to return to their 
home villages. 
"The money's not there for 
re.instated people. It's not what 
everyone envisioned," said 
George of the effects of Bill 
C-31 which encourages natives 
• to once again take up member- 
ship and residence in their home 
villages. 
He added there was a decline 
in UNN membership when Bill 
C-31 was brought in five years 
ago but that has now changed. 
There were 33 people at an 
organizational meeting here 
Jan. 10 and 28 people in Prince 
Rupert the night before, said 
George. 
"There will always be a need 
for an organization representing 
native people who have 
established themselves in cities, 
who are non-status or who are 
living away from their tribal 
areas," George continued. 
That need will exist no matter 
what kind of land claims set- 
tlements arenegotiated, hesaid. 
No u nion 
George saw the UNN acting 
in co-operation with various 
tribal groups and a continuation 
of its role as a political voice for 
urban natives. 
The UNN in the last while h~LS 
begun acting as a contractor for 
various government programs 
including the Environment 
Youth Corps, has been hired as 
an employment advisor by 
federal crown corporations to 
meet employment equity goals 
and has set up several other ven- 
tures. 
One of the latter is a founda- 
tion to promote community 
development by soliciting 
money from private sources and 
a society to help needy children. 
George said the UNN is also 
Ron George 
involved in a plan by native 
veterans to travel to Europe to 
visit various Second World War 
battlefields. 
? 5 
 ONALD 
I DUCK 
/ r.. - 
_.___it of 43" 
Any customers who may have purchased this ~ '~ ~_~>' 
video during our December promotion, and find 'it '}./ 
unsuitable for their childrens viewing, are welcome 
to come in for a complete cash refund, i 
  Terrace Co-op Department Store 4617 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6347 
TERRACE - -  Golden Bear 
mine workers have voted 29 to 
16 against joining the Tunnel 
and Rockworkers Union, a 
mine spokesman said last week. 
The certification took place 
late last week at the mine, 
located about 2501m west of 
Telegraph Creek. 
It's the second such vote to 
take place at the mine which is 
expected to go into production 
this year. 
In the meantime, union of. 
ficials have recommended ac- 
ceptance of a contract at the 
Skyline Gold mine in the Iskut 
Valley. 
KINSMEN CLUB OF TERRACE 
~ Valel~_til~e' S Day Raffle 
TAKE CHARGE 
WITH :1 r 
FINANCE PACKAGE 
FROM 
i111@ 
AUTO-PROPANE 
O.A.C. 
. . . . .  :> : ~:.:'<~.: 
• .~:  
• : ) 
TICKETS ARE ONLY $2 EACH!  
Tickets available from any Kinsmen memberl 
• But hurry, only 1,000 tickets are being soldl 
,~?"  
• • • ,•  : • 
• WINNING PRIZE PACKAGEINCLUDES:  ' ~ 
- - *CORSAGE.and  BOUTONNIERE 
. . . .  by  F lower8  A La  Car te  
3N by '~ .... • . . . . . .  ~ * CANDLEuGHT DINNER ~;.~ ~I:~ 
lIVEN L IMOUSINE . . . . . .  
• "ord  : " '  ~ '~'~ - at  Mount  Layton  Ho ls l~  Resor t  
ON FOR TWO at___ : __  ~-: : ' ........ * FRESH FLOWERS and 
RESORT ~i CHAMPAGNE in SUITE - ; . ,~ . : . . . . .  HO'I'SPRINGS 
LBRUNCH ; ~; - i~ ,  ~....-~..-., ' " . . . .  : "~ . . . .  
i ~ . . : '  (P r l~mmlbe lakenFeb~wy 17i ~' " • , -~  ',~'7; • ".~ ~ , ' : -  -:': ' -~ ' :~ , :  . - -  • 
, '  : . . . . .  .i~.•~,i'~ ~ ~, L. . . ;~ " . . . .  , '  : : r :~ .  =, . 
" . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  .......... Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 17, 1990 - Page A i3  : 
Cityap intments 
TE .R~CE - -  In ,  naming ,  his i . : - ,bu i ld ing/been co inspection and ,, ~ 
appointments of a ldermen,  to  zoning/community planning. 
council commit tees  fo r  1990, Community and ,' Recreation ~ 
mayor Jack  Talstra gone with Services 
the same line-up as last year: . Chairman--Takhar. 
Tnistra said the committees Members - -  Hull and Hallock. 
had performed effectively 0vet Responsibi l i t ies! Parks,  
~.i~ the past 12 months and were us' cemetery ,  arena, 'swimming 
ed to their v~ious respon- p0ol, library, recreation pro- 
sibilities. 8rams and community health 
Committee members are: and welfare. ~ 
Finance, Personnel,  Ad- Nor were there any changes 
rainistmtlon . to the fist of council appoint- 
Chairman - -  Danny Sheridan. ments to various local bodies, i 
Members-- Darryl Laurent and AS a result, the Hne-up there re- 
Bob Cooper. ; . ' . mains: " r " 
Respons ib i l i t i es  ' Genera l  Takhar - -  Parks  and  recreat ion  
f inance matters  and  fiscal ser- adv isoty :commiss ion ,  Ter ra~ 
vices, po l ice  and  law enforce-  Hea l th  Care .  soc ie ty  and  
ment, fire protection services, Yellowhead HighWay Associa. 
personnel development,  tion. 
organization, structure and im- Cooper - -  Airport advisory 
plementation of audit recom- committee and tourism and 
mendations. " economic development commis. " 
Tour i sm,  and Economic sion. 
Deve lopment  Hull - -  Family Court/Youth 
~: i~ ~ Chairman--David Hull. Justice .c~mmittee, the Skecna 
...... ~:~ Members - -  'Laurent and: union Bbardof Health and the 
~ Cooper. Terrace Beautification so.ciety. 
~.~:. ,~ Responsibilities '-- environmen- Hallock - -  North by Northwest 
!~!~i; tai, commercial and industrial 'Tourism. Association, Terrace 
• :~. :  development, ourism promo- "and :District Community Ser- 
• .,~ ~'"~ tion and infrastructure d velop- ~,ices' ' society and Provincial 
. ment and,,]ong range policy Emergency Program executive. 
' " 1 "~ i !i~i: planning and implementation. " Laurent - -  Riverboat Days 
" /~  Planning and Public Works committee,  service 
' ~ """ '= : ~ ~ 4 ~ : ' r ~:'~!!i Chairman-- RuthHallock. c lubs /chamber  of commerce 
,. . . ,  :~"~ - : . . . . .  ~ Members - -  Cooper and Me and Muks-Kum-Ol Housing 
: Takhar. . ' : 1 . Society. 
" q ~, "~ m ~ > )~ "r " ' : m" ~m/ m " Respons ib i l i t ies  - -  T ranspor ta -  Sher idan  - -  L ib ra tyass0c ia t ion  I ,~,,c,-e (.JUQll[y MaKeS the Diffel'elJCet I 
: . . . . . . . . .  :' t i on  services, refuse, sewer, and  Lax-Ghe ls  communi ty  law j~ SKEENAMALL 635-3392 II 
' . . . . . . . . . .  : :  drainage and water services, centre.  ' ' : :  i. - . ~: ,,.~ ' :,,"~ . • ' . . . . .  ' .. . 4741 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
• - '~ ,~. . .  , - ,  ,. , " , ' ,  . . , . . '  . ; . . . , '  , 
~ P o o l  w o r k  r .~ . -  , : :  
Thank " NO EXCUSE 
• ,;" ~, 
, . .~- ,  , ) . ,  ~ "¢~ TAKING SHAPE is the • .~ " ;,~,/,~, :~. : , 
wading and whirl pool ex- Y O U  ~ ~ ,  
tension to the swimming ,, : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
pool.; Workers are "now 
connecting the various , • 
piping needed for the pro- From all the residents and staff of 
je~.~:The extension is ex. Terracevlew Lodge for all the generous " 1 SALE 
pe{:ted to be completed community donations throughout 1989.  ' " " ( • 
this spring. We are most appreciative! 
• . . , , 
. . . . . . . . .  INTERGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
, I I 
~v~'~'~' He money down, No payment,, He interest for 90 days! ~ . 
The time to buy is now! Take advantage " ' I "  / / \ !  
of this great offer. 
THERE IS NO EXCUSE! 
'eo.,OF.O 
2 wheel ddvo, automatic, 302 '87 FORD RAHGER 
EFI. AM/FM radio, winter 2 w.o , , ,vo , ,  spe . .  - -  Excuse  # 1 - - -  Excuse  #2 - -  Excuse  # 3 - tires, power steerfng, power AM/FM cassette, 
'brakes, 
NO MONEY DELIVERY I S  
SO/Ut/on TOO EXPENSIVE THE TOO PRICE HIGHIS 
'86 FORD RANGER STX NO PROBLEM solution so/ution 
'00 FORD F2§0 4x4, fuel injected V.6, 5' i l Jm i~mBml i~ put NO PROBLEM NO PROBLEM 
4x4, 5 speed, 302 ER, speed, power steering, power ~ NO Money Down Just select your Our prices just can't 
AM/FM cassette, power steer- brakes, tilt, cruise, air cont., favourite home be beat! Throughout 
Ing, power brakes, running intermlntent wipers, AM/FM NO Payment furnishings or enter- 
boards, cassette, runoZng boards. NO Interest tainment products, the store you'll find the 
lowest prices in 
• for We'll deliver to you Northern B.C. 
- - - ' . . . .  i 90 Daysl o.~¢ without chargel 
ibm,, " '.FORDF=. '" .~Z.A O"OO~=~di l !L~.~ / 
~aofomet io ,  ~ Hurryl This is a limited • time offer! ' 
NO EXCUSE SALE ; 
"' Money Down i' >~'~"~ ..... 
'e9 MAZDA B2600 Payment 
" Cab Plus Sport 4x4, 5 speed, 'I; ~  ~ "1 m ;m ~ I n te res t  :, :~: 
~'~ . . . . . . . . .  68 FORD FllSO fool injected, tilt Stmlng,ln. f~_ . ; , L~ Delivery Charge 
~ 4 x 4 ,  3 speed, automatic, 302 termintent wipers, cloth 
EFI seats, running boards box ~ " " '~ ~:~.'i:.: " " 
-. " " liner, power steering, power 
THORNHILL  " errace Furniture . . . .  / 
Mart " 
~, ,.<, 4434 Lakelse Ave. 
'~"  " DIJt NO. 7041 , ,, 
t, 
,), I i 
. • 
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FLOUR k .... LOUR 
9 89 rol- 89 
. i t "  i "  i t -  e - - i t -  r ,  f -  r .  I ~ l r ' -  i t "  r -  I r - r  r i 
, rFFFFF~ . , .  
Food sampling & cooking Ideas t- ~ I~r ' r  r t" l. 
available Friday &Saturday  ave ,ab le  Friday & Saturday 
BASMATI RICE 
3.49 
BLACK MANH 
or 
ChiCk Peas. 
2 kg. Bag. 3.99 
CORIANDER 
Whole Indorl, - 
cumin or 3 49 Tumerlc. 
800 g. MIn. 
MANGO PICKLE 
I Lemon&#ai:uranga. m ~ ~.~=,J:.==,~ i ' 
5 Ib.Jar. : ~'  Q ~ i~ ,  
MUNG-DAL 
3,49 or Chana-Dal. 2 kg. Bag. 
MASALA 
Chill POwder. 
800 g. Bag. 3.99 
Fresh or Previously Frozen 
CHICKEN LEGS 
BaCk Attached. BUlk. 2.18 kg. 
/99LB.  
Sunkist 
ORANGES 
California Grown. 
Seedless" Size lZe" 6 8 8  
BUy by the Case and 
Save. 18 lb. BOX. Q EA. 
Lucerne 
BUTTER 
MILK 
2 L. ~rton. 
• i r•••  
I 
1.89. 
! ~:/ i •~ 
1 
[] 
f pudding 
CAKES 
. . . ,  2.89. 
Fruit Oven Joy 
Rogers ROtl BREAD 
YOGOURT FLOUR Wlllte or 6(~ WllOle Wheat. Lucerne. Regular or Diet. 
Assorted or Plain or Skim 10 kg. Bag. 570 g. Sliced LOaf. Limit 3 
Mill(. 17S g. Tub. With Family Purchase. Over 
Limit pllce .99 each. 
s~,1.98 6.48 .88= 
B.C. Grown 
COOKING ONIONS 
50 lb. Bag. 
8uncn. 
CILANTRO 
2: 99 RO.  
I 
Sunfrie 
VEGETABLE 
OIL 
S L. Container. 
3.49. 
Shady Lane 
BUTTER 
1 lb. Pkg. 
2:48= 
• . .  ¢ • 
Terrace Store Only. 
: While stocks last on al!TeJa foods. Sorry, no rainchecks. : , : 
SA F EWAY ~STORE HOURS: - -  " ~i ~ 8~nday 10 a.m.- B p.m. Mon,.Wed. . iga,m.-ep.m.,  ~ ;i~;:.~ ,i , , ,.Thurs. & Fd. : , ea.m.~gp.m, r,; 1~ " "F: 
~turc lay  :~ 9 | .mi ,ep .m,  ' ! .  i ! 
Webri~ ,gitall., ~ • 'r * " . ~: • i Sale price effective wed.. Jan: 17 ; ' • ' :: : tO Sat,, ,20 r ' 
• : : ' i  }' : i , : : , , .  : , ' , : ' 1 :  " ' : ' : , ,  . "  ' , '  , /  ii;,: . )* 
I 11  [ I I  I I I I  I [  ' I I I I I  I I I I ] I I I I I I I '  I " __ 
, , • . : . L • . . . . .  , , : 
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March in January 
MOTHER'S MARCH, that is, and it runs from January ].5-30. During that two week period, local 
Kinsmen and Iqnettes ~vill going door-to-door in both residential and business sections of town seeking 
donations for the organization's Rehabilitation Foundation. Club members kicked off the campaign last 
Saturday by pumping gasat the Petro Canada station on Lakelse in exchange for a donation. Above, 
Jason Blake lends a helping hand. 
Charlie will be missed 
I am sure there were many . . _ _  _ - ' l ' ' ' " - -  
like myself who were deeply '.'Here'n 
shooked to hear of the sudden There' A#" 
passing of Charlie Arthur | 
Belanger. Charlie was born by  : i i  Av  
June 19, 1930 in Mont-Joli, . i ~ -'.'~.'. ,~ : "  
Quebec, the son of Arthur YVOIWIe  Moe l3  .. . 
Belanger and Albertine 
Morissette. Tyson and Chelsea Belanger the Bench. 
He married Gemma Bruneau and Conner Gray. 
in June 1953 and the coup le .  Charlie will always be 
moved to Terrace 10 years later, remembered by his many 
A lover of the outdoors and friends and loved by his family. 
hunting, Chat'lie worked in the , ,  ~ , ,  
logging industry' until an acci. Congratulations to Steven 
dent ended his failing career, : and Donna Hales on the arrival 
He then turned to a • new of their new babygirl, a sister to 
career in the plumbing and- the i r :  three boys. Donna's 
heating business. Loving mother Mrs. Robinson is here 
challenges, he later opened a helping out. 
Marshall Wells store, a :body * * ~ ~. t. 
shop and an  a luminum A very happy birthday goes 
prefabricating business.~Next,, out to Eleanor Woodhouse 
he and  wife opened Gemma's (Rita Kerr's mother) who was 
Bathroom Boutique in the 103 on Jan. 16. She is still doing 
SkeenaMail. well and livi,g with her 
Following the sad loss o f  daughter. Best wishes for more 
Gemma several years :ago in a years of good health. 
car accident, Ch~rlle retired and 
moved to Victoria: ~ . ' I saw Mrs. M~onsees the other 
At the time Of his death, he i day and ' She tells me her 
had just completed a return Visit daughter Rhonda :is here for a 
to Terrace to visit his sons and 'visit. Rhonda lives and works in 
friends and was on his way back Vancouver. 
to Victoria to see his daughter , ,  ~ , ,  
It was Senior's Appreciation 
Day at B.C. Mr. Mike's Jan. 9 
and there was a large turnout at 
the local outlet, Listening to all 
the seniors, it was obvious they 
were all enjoying their free 
meal. 
I think we should con- 
gratulat6 the many merchants 
and businesses in the communi- 
ty who went all out once again 
over the past year to put on 
special events for our local 
seniors. They a l l  enjoy the 
chance to get together and chat 
wRh many old 'friends. 
moenl7b ..'- " 
*~.~ 
. On a sadder/~note, Steven 
Day, 32, son 61"~;Ed and Rita 
Day of Willlams Lake, was kill- 
ed in a car Crash' December 15.. 
Steven is the husband of Dolly, 
danght er:,,,of;~'Antonio and 
Maureen Lapoi/iie of Terrace. 
and new gr~ds0n when he suf- I was also talking to Tina The cremation took place in 
fered a heart, attack. . . . , . .  _ ' Brouwer of Brouwer Farm on Prince George • and a memorial 
nets survwea oyms live/~ons Archer Rd She says the =eese service was held  at  the Knox 
(Bruno, Michel, ~ Danlel,~Reno ,~have~not left her fields this United Church~in Williams 
and Kenny), daughter Llii~ ~d~;~winten They ~e also still hana- Lake. Many ble~Sitigs ~ go oat to 
four grandchildren ~ ,~i; M~en,  i, ~- itig around"Frank's field up o~n " Dolly and the children. 
• . . , .  ~ -~ %: '~ ' ,  ~ ; : . ' . , i  ~ ,  : . ,  . . . . .  ~ , • 
Birders spot some • 
unseasonal visitors 
The unseasonably warm,,<~ ......... .~..~.~ .--~,,~ 
weather the region is e x p e r i e n c - [ ~ ~  
ing this winter had its effect on ] ~ ~  
the 1989 Dec. 26 bird count in ~ ]  
Terrace, says its organizer. , ~:~ ...... ~[ 
Although the species count of ~ ~ ~  
43 was the same as the 10-year 
average and the total number of [ ~ ~ ~  
birds (2,373) almost identical to ~ ~  
1988, Diane Weismiller said the [ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ 
13 observers recorded both ~ ~ ~ / ~ , ~  
unusual sightings and the ~'. 
absence of some normal winter ~ ~ . ~ , ~ i l l g l  
visitors to the area. , ~ ~ ~  
One of the former was a ~ [ ~ ~ ~  
yellow' rumped warbler. While ~, ~, 
common enough in the spring . = - - , ~ m = ~ : ~  
and summer, ~she pointed out Diane Weismiller 
" It  doesn't usually show up in a 
Christmas count." The last time was five years ago, she add- 
ed. Similarly, a number of tree sparrows were spotted, the 
first since 1983. 
And while Canada geese and juncos regularly showed up in 
the count, Weismiller noted their numbers were considerably 
greater this year. 
In contrast, birds like red crossbills which the observers 
would normally expect to see were missing this year. 
Weismiller suggested these birds had remained further north 
or at higher elevations this year because of the moderate 
temperatures. 
Weismiller said the results of the count would be forwarded 
to American Birds, part of the National Audubon Society, 
and would appear in its annual publication detailing results 
from all North American Boxing Day counts. 
C DC gets boost 
Those attendifig dances staged by the local Portugese 
Association ot only enjoyed themselves - they also helped 
swell the coffers of the Child Development Centre. 
"We wanted to try and help a local organization," explain- 
ed club spokesman David Viveiros last week as he handed a 
cheque for $1,000 to CDC program director Margot Hayes. 
- Confirming the~money had been raised through dances 
staged uring the past year, he also hoped the events would 
receive ven greater support in the future once people knew 
their ticket money was being put to good use. 
Hayes said the donation would go into the general account 
where it would help cover the centre's annual operating costs 
of the CDC. 
Encore! 
THOSE WHO MISSED 'Art of War' the first time around 
have another chance to take in some fine, cabaret-style 
entertainment. The Terrace Little Theatre players, in- 
cluding Alexis Maikapar seen above in his role as Tyrone 
PoWer, will be performing at the McColl Theatre on Jan. 
19-20 and Jan. 26-27. Performances get under way at 
8.15 p.m. each night and tickets are available from 
Sight and Sound. 
• Van purchase .set 
The Terrace Community Services Society-has received 
moneyto buy a van to help transport handicapped people. 
The money from the social services and housing ministry 
means ociety employees won't have to use their, own vehicles 
or to rent other ones, says society executive director Detlef 
1 le  :k~ ~ • 
At the same time, the society has also received money to 
buy furniture and other goods for a person returning from a 
lower mainland institution, he said. 
"We're expecting three people to return here from down 
south now that a lot of institution~ are being phased out," 
said Beck. The people will be living in a societygroup home. 
" I t ' s  a one time grant o help with start up Costs," he said. 
The two socialservices and housing rants amount o more 
than $26,000, 
I I I  I I  I i i 
] 
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First for the NW .i 
TERRACE - -  For the first time since its incep, 
tion 14 years ago, two northwesterners have been 
selected to take part in the provincial govern. 
ment's Legislative Intern program -- and they 
are both from Terrace. 
• Bruce Hallsor, 22, and Seam Vanderfluit, 22, 
are among eight individuals who will .spend six 
months in Victoria learning about he operatiqn 
o f  government, completing ministry l work 
assignments and providing expertise to  caucus' 
members of both the • Social Credit and New 
Democrat patties. 
Hallsor and Vanderfluit are both graduates Of 
Caledonia Senior Secondary, hold Bachelor' of 
Arts degrees (History) from the University of 
British Columbia nd have been members of the 
B.C. Youth Parliament. 
Hallsor served as premier of that body in 
1987-88 and later held a minister's post in the 
Western Canada eqnivale~it. He was also chair. 
man of the Commonwealth Club during his time 
at UBC. 
A member of the BC Youth Parliament since 
1984, Vanderfluitis the current premier and, in  
1987, participated in the preparation its archival 
collection. He is also a member o f  the Royal 
Commonwealth Society,.' * :  : . ,  
The Intern progr~.~t is intended to gi~,e recent 
University graduates with aninterest inpublic'af- 
fairs an opponunlty to see at first hand how the 
legislature works while provk~ing MLAs with 
some additional assistance during the session. 
Hallsor and Vanderfluit ~;iil begin with a two 
week orientation period during which they will 
meet elected and appointed officials and then 
move on to work for a specific ministry for the 
following six weeks, 
;The remaining four months will b~ spent with 
an individl~al MLA. The party they work for will 
be decided by random seleetion with its caucus 
determining which of its members the intern 
assists. ~ ' . : ,  
During the course of the progra~n, Hallsor and 
Vanderfluit will also have an opportunity otake 
part in an exchange visit t0 at lea~t one other 
legislature. Last year, interns took in the Houses 
of Parliament in Ottawa and the Ontario and 
Washington State legislatures. 
Remembrance rewards 
LEGION PRESIDENT Peter Crompton met last week with local winners of the organization's Remem- 
brance Day poem and poster competition to hand over cheques of $20-$40. Now awaiting word on 
how they fared in the zone competitions are Edlynn Okano (left to right), Katherine Geeraert, Matthew 
Blake, Tim Phillips and Laura Marie Taylor. ~lissing from the photo is Brian Gervais. 
LA elects new executive 
By LISSI SORENSEN 
Another busy year has ended 
for Br. 13 Ladies Aux. with 
many catering jobs under our 
belt. Thanks to all the L.A. 
members and branch members 
who helped us to sticceed with 
our work. 
At our Dec.5 meeting we 
donated to the following 
organizations: Terraceview 
Lodge ~ Christmas lights, Child 
Development Centre 
Chr istmas l ights, Music 
Festival, Salvation Army Kettle 
Kick Off, Osborne House, Pur- 
chased an able walker for the 
Willows. 
Other donations went out to: 
L .A.  Pacif ic Command 
Christmas for the vets in 
Legion 
Notes 
Branch 13, Terrace 
I I 
Shaughnessy and George Derby 
Hospitals and the Kidney Foun- 
dation of Canada. 
The 1990 L.A. Executive isas 
follows: Past Pres. - -  Linda 
Fisher, 
Pres. -- Marg Cromarty, 
1st Vice. --  Bey Dickie, 
2nd Vice. - -  Goldie Hill, 
Secretary - -  Lissi Sorenson, 
Treasurer - -  Jean Dixon, 
Sgt. at Arms --  Judy Higgins. 
/ 
Executive Committee --  
Teresa Fisher, Eva Braun, Ad- 
die Ryan. 
Catering Chairwoman --  
Anne Payne. 
Anyone seeking information 
about catering, please phone 
our catering Chairwoman, 
Anne Payne at 635-3955. She 
will be more than happy to 
answer your inquiries. 
t 
Bruce Hallsor" 
:Makeii'~ Fashi0~:i;statement With. 
'~ YourWind0wei 
25% 
OFF 
ABBEY 
BLINDS 
Hor;zontal,&, 
vedtcal Blinds 
Available in 
over 1 eo  colorsl 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
l , , ( ; IOt  ( I  L l l t :PU l I I I : t , , ,  
"The Ultimate• Experience" 
Photography --  
make-up & hair STARTING AT 
SureExposure Make:up by . . 
. ~.~,~", "KARLENE"d " . , .  . PhOtographic Studio . . . . ;  
~., ;~.~.~ IMAGES -~'-~¢,~, ,".~ ": :..,. 4617 Lazege;Avenue (beside Seers) -~ 
.... ~ : ' '~  ...... ~'~" ~ i TERRACE;B.C. 635-9714 
=990o 
635-4444 
January 15 to January 31 
, |anuar . t  I ,~ • 31  
,. / • r : 
Because of you...it worl 
We work for independence for disabled ~eo[ 
' Please give generously to the Mother'aMareh 
, N v , , , ,  
YOU TO 
GET THE MOST OUT OF WINTER 
Hair 
by 
LEARN TO SKI 
Skiing IS for everyone! If you've always wanted to 
learn to ski, or you have a friend who would like to 
learn, this is the winter to do it. 
JANUARY 13-28 ,  S12.95,. 
Includes rental equipment, a group beginners, ski 
lesson and lifts, i ;  
Register in Smithers at: 
OSCAR'S'SPORTING GOODS & SKI SHO 
WlNTERLAND SKI AND SPORT SHOP 
In Terrace at: 
ALL SEASON SPORTING GOODS 
31JNDANCE SPORTS 
$11((J' 
Sm rs  
Your winter may " 
never  be  th 'e  same ' " ' '~ 
• 7 
•;  i•i•~•i• i~ •: 
r~i~•:~ ~ i
~!... 
. . . .  J ! 
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, Lam bly 's  life.. , ch, ronicle, d r/  THE KIDS ARE THERE 
' DRIVE WITH CARE] 
I I I 
Christina Flossle Lambly passed away January2 at the age 
': oJ'83. As part of the service of remembrance, Alex Houlden 
'~ chronicledthe history of FIossie's l~fe. Below, community 
correspondent Yvonne Moen recounts what he congregation 
heard. 
Born on December 26, 1906 
in Metlakatla, she was baptized 
Christina Flossie Norman: her 
christian names being those of 
her nurse. 
Her mother, Mary Anne Nor- 
man, was Haida and her father, 
Axel Hanson, Swedish and the. 
family lived at the Lucy Island 
lighthouse. When, as a child, 
i/losde"6~llt~ted pneumonia, 
hey mother prayed to 'The 
power of the shining heavens' 
and a" voice told her Flossie 
would be strong of spirit and 
live long. 
Flossie saw many changes 
during her lifetime and also 
much sorrow. Tuberculosis was 
a major disease at the time and 
Flossie quit school at the age of 
14 to care forher ailing sister, 
Emily, who later died at the age 
of 22. 
On Sept. 25, 1924, at the age 
of 17, Flossie married Frank 
Johnson, a native of northern 
Sweden. Their first child, 
Frieda, was born June 2, 1925 
followed by son Frank Jr. on 
Sep L 28, 1927. 
In November of that year the 
family mo~,ed to South 
Hazelton. Frank Sr. was very ill 
at the time and died o*n the last 
day of May the following year 
leaving Flossie a widow with 
two children. 
Frank Sn was buried in 
Prince Rupert and Flossie mov- 
ed to Inverness. Not long after, 
her son, who had been born 
with a heart defect, became ill 
and was hospitalized in prince 
Rupert. Flossie stayed with him 
and it was there she met Geoff 
Lambly. The two were married 
on June 4, 1929 and the follow- 
PENNY SAVER 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Plus! 
When you book your classified ad in the 
• Terrace Standard you also cover the en- 
tire trading area FREE in the Skeena 
Market Place! 
Non.commercial * 20 words maximum 
Terrace Standard 
638-SAVE 
ing December Flossie gave birth 
to daughter Roberta. 
Concerns over the health of 
children Frieda and Frank Jr. 
prompted Flossie and Geoff to 
move to Terrace in 1934 where 
they bought I0 acres on 
Haugland Ave, near Braun's 
Island. Initially they lived ifi a 
tent on John De 
Kergommeaux's property while 
they built their own house. 
Geoff  worked for Pohle 
Lumber and was able to get the 
wood needed for the house 
there. 
He later worked at the Giggey 
sawmill and Flossie and the 
children grew strawberries 
which they sold., During the 
Depression they were also able 
to grow all their own vegetables. 
When the big flood of June 
1936 hit, they moved all the 
animals off the farm to Fred 
Hall's house at the end of Eby. 
In 1943 Frieda contracted TB 
and was sent to Tranquille 
hospital in Kamloops for treat- 
ment. She spent he next three 
years there. 
"I've been coming to ~ontuoRHs for 2 years, I'm an organized person 
and I like the discipline in it." 
Marilynn Oman 
TANNING SPECIAL 
15 Sessions ,4900 
For Only ......................................... 
IROnLUORH5 
Gym &•Fitness Centre 
4551 Greig Avenue 
'e  
GEOFF AND FLOSSIE LAMBLY pose for the camera in Prince 
Rupert's MacClymont Park shortly after their marriage in 1929. 
635-4130 
FROM VANCOUVER i 
THE ARTS CLUB THEATRE PRESENTS 
HAY FEVER 
A 
, /  an  outrageous 
j "  . familyand its 
/ unsuspecting house guests. 
m 
,, NOEL COWARD 
8 p.m. Sunday, February 11, 1990 
REM Lee Theatre 
Reserved seating. Get your tickets early. 
Tickets at Erwln's Jewellers. Skeena Mall 
$14 adult $9 etudent 
I I I I I  i i . _ _  
mat TK_= ~1 
Ter race  V ic t ims  Ass i s tance  Program 
VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED 
You can make 
a difference! 
VOLUNTEER VICTIMS SERVICE WORKERS 
will deal directly with Victims of Crime: 
• Acting as a liaison person between the Courts, Police, 
Social Agencies and the Victim. 
• Candidates must be mature, responsible individuals 
who possess strong Inter-personal skills, 
• Be 19 years of age or older 
• Be willing to make a committment to help 16 hours 
per month. 
TVAP is presently accepting applications 
from people interested in becoming 
VOLUNTEER VICTIMS SERVICE WOFIKERS. 
Successful applicants will receive 30 • 40 
hours of training and must be R.C.M.P. 
Security Screened. 
Mult i -cultural appl icants encouraged 
Interested persons should call the 
"i'VAP co-ordinator, Karen Walker 
638-0333 
or can pick up an information package 
at the Terrace R.C.M.P. 
[ , i  ~ , , , 
A 
;~i/;!i~ii( -¸ :::: !!i i ::~¸ '
AirBC SUPERFARES: 
AN AIR CANADA CONNECTOR 
AirBC is warnfing up the winter 
with great savings for you to 28 AirBC 
cities across the West. 
BOOK NOW AND SAVE 60% 
off a full fare round trip economy ticket 
until May 15, 1990. 
Valid for travel from January 10 to 
March 14 and April 18 to May 15, 1990. 
Tickets must be purchased 7 days prior 
to departure. Minimum/Maximum stay 
and other conditions apply. Seats are 
limited. Fares are subject o change 
without notice. 
For complete details, call your 
travel agency or AirBC at: 
The new spir/t of the west. 
 irBC - - - -  
;~  =~ : :i' '¸ %;11: ~f!:i~4,:i:i 
•l} 
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: .One summer night, over a 
dinner on the patio, Larry an- 
nounced the doctor's diagnosis 
was.. high blood pressure. All 
they did is work, eat and sleep, 
they didn't relax and recreate 
enough, he added. So, on the 
basis of some pictures and the 
recommendation f one of his 
employees, he'd purchased a 
: ~ of lakeshore property with _ptece
a small cabin. 
o.;  Leslie was shocked. She'd" 
never~known her husband to act 
so rashly before, but being in- 
tellingent and practical, she at- 
tributed his actions to strain and 
suggested they go see the pro- 
perry as soon as possible. 
The property was fine and the 
lake finer. The Simmons' learn- 
ed to relax and enjoy the thrill 
Of the redwing blackbirds and 
the timid deer that came down 
at twilight to drink. Larry even 
dusted off the old cane rod his 
rainbows, Larry made a phone 
call to Ministry of the Environ- 
ment. 
The ,biologist from the 
ministry studied the lake. No 
problem, he said, they could 
simply poison the lake then 
restock it with rainbows, or 
eastern brook trout, if Larry 
preferred. Larry preferred rain- 
bows. 
The biologist pointed out that 
the ministry can't do things that 
might be construed as projects 
for private individuals, thus the 
path would have to be widened 
to road size for public access. 
Larry, who had never seen 
anyone save for two small 
children fishing for frogs on the 
lake, readily agreed. 
The rainbows did well, but 
for the first time Larry and 
Leslie were not alone. A pod of 
campers howed up on the far 
side one morning and stayed for 
a week. Where had they heard 
about'the lake, Larry asked. 
Oh, Fish and Wildlife publishes 
a list of newly stocked lakes, 
they informed him. It was the 
ticket to hot fishing, everybody 
knew about it. 
Next season it got worse, 
much worse.. Armadas of 
aluminum-sided land yachts 
cruised down the road along 
with camperized vans, camper 
trucks and tent railers. At times 
the entire lake seemed to be 
covered in tin motor boats. 
Dogs, pausing only to do 
what doggies do, gamboled over 
the meadows, barking in- 
cessantly, as kids dropped can- 
dy bar wrappers and played tag 
between dung piles and beer 
bottles. 
The tranquil nights, broken 
only by the rush of wind 
through cattails and frogsong 
were gone, replaced by the 
PORTS NE 
end of the lake a convoy of 
recreational vehicles was circled 
as if its owners expected an in. 
dian aRack. The glow from a 
mighty bonfire, its fiery tongues 
leaping up intermittently to lick 
the sky, shone from within the 
encampment. 
Larry struck out across the 
field. As he approached to 
mobile homes he noticed a 
bumper sticker on one that said 
"Honk if you love Jesus" in 
prismatic lettering. 
"Where did you get the wood 
for that. fire?" Larry demand. 
ed, not caring particularly if he 
startled anyone. 
ing up inside him since the inva- 
sion of the lake erupted; • Larry 
blasted the campers fo r :  
everything from leaving their • 
dogs unattended to littering. A 
fat little boy who had been 
• toasting marshmallows With a 
twisted branch that could only 
have come from one of the little 
apple trees Leslie liiid planted - 
and lovingly nurtured, burst in- 
to tears .  
This was too much fol" Old 
Fart's wife. "Just who in the 
hell do you think you are, 
buster?" she yelled in a voice so 
shrill it could have cut through 
tin. "It's a free worldI" 
JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD I I  
I 
! 
Head to head 
BOXERS Darren Bell and Joey Losier are to compete this northwest zone boxing team that's going to next month's B.C. 
weekend at the Silver Glove provincial boxing tournament. Winter Games. "Win, lose or draw -- it's going to be good ex- 
Both boxers are looking forward to picking up experience at perience for them," says coach Jeff Dilley. 
the competition and both have also secured b'erths on the 
Rasmussen Ice legends to play competes 
TERRACE --  Maurice 
"Rocket" Richard, Frank "Big 
IM" Mahovlich, Eddie "Enter- 
talner, Shack, Norm Ullman 
and Paul Henderson ... names 
to Conjure with from Canada's 
recent hockey history. 
All of these great hockey stars 
will be in Terrace March 2, 
suiting up as the Montreal Old 
Pros to play the Terrace 
Timbermen Old-timers at the 
Terrace Arena. The Montreal 
and Toronto Maple Leaf stars 
will be in Terrace as part of a 
tour through northwestern B.C. 
at the end of February and the 
beginning of March. 
Others confirmed for the Old 
Pros lineup include former 
Maple Leaf stars Billy Harris 
and Ron Ellis and Montreal 
Canadiens defenceman Jean. 
Guy Talbot, as well as former 
Maple Leaf and Quebec Nordi- 
ques' star Will Paiement and 
former Nordiques' tough guy 
Jimmy Mann. At least four ad- 
ditional players will be named 
blueline and he was always 
noted for his fiery tempera- 
ment. 
The Hall of Famer will don 
the ref's jersey to deal with his 
former teammates and the op- 
position. Among them will be 
his younger brother Henri, who 
played lS seasons with Mon- 
treal in the Golden Age of the 
Paul Henderson, the 
hero of the 1972 
Canada-Russia series 
who scored the series. 
winning goal in the 
seventh game, w/I/ be 
among the Montreal Old 
Pros playing Terrace 
March 2. 
Canadiens. A 1 ,000-po int  
scorer, Henri holds the record 
for the most Stanley Cup games 
in his 17-year career to go along 
with his 1,473 minutes in the 
penalty box. 
Paul Henderson, the hero ot 
the 1972 Canada.Russia series, 
scored the famous winning goal 
in Moscow with 39 seconds left 
in the seventh and final game to 
give Canada victory in the first- 
ever series. 
Frank Mahovlich, the big 
swooping winger with the 
Maple Leafs and Montreal and 
Bill Harris were both Detroit 
players and on the Toronto 
, Stanley Cup winning teams ot 
the 1960s. 
' Jean.Guy Talbot, a 16-year 
NHL veteran was part of seven 
Montreal Stanley Cup winning 
teams and was best known for 
his stirring play for the Cana- 
diens team that won five 
straight Stanley Cups in the late 
Fifties. He wound up his career 
in the 1971 season. : 
Wilf Paiement, a f'trst-round 
draft choice in the 1974~season 
brings younger legs land his 
TERRACE --  Terrace 
bowler and B.C. five-pin 
champion John Rasmussen 
took on the country's best in 
Saturday's nationally televised 
Labatt's Lite bowling cham- 
pionships. 
Rasmussen - - who bowled a 
272-average towin the B.C, 
provincial, title in November - -  
was eliminated in his first 
game in the sudden death 
championships. 
Blueback 
named to 
B.C. team 
TERRACE - -  After rising to the top in his age group, Ter- 
race Blueback swimmer Cory Holland has been selected to the 
B.C. provincial swimming team. 
The provincial team -- con- 
sisting of the top nine swimmers 
in each age group - -  will take 
on a select team of swimmers 
from California this weekend in 
a B.C./California Dual Meet. 
Holland earned his spot on 
the 36-swimmer team by rank- 
ing first in B.C. in several events 
in the 11- and 12-year-old age 
group. 
Following competition at a 
Jan.  5-7 meet in New 
Westminster, he has been con- 
firmed first overall in the 
50-metre freestyle, 100-metre 
freestyle and 100-metre 
backstroke. Coach Shelley 
Morgan said several more top 
times could also be Holland's, 
but require confn'mation. 
" I  don't think anyone lse in 
Terrace has made it this far," 
she said of his accomplishment. 
"He's got a lot of talent and 
seems to be getting more 
motivated as each day goes by." 
Holland joined Terrace team- 
mates Aimee Peacock, Jocelyn 
Coxford, Christina Holland 
and Garth Coxford for the 
Hyack invitational tournament 
held earlier this month. The five. 
recorded a number of best imes 
and brought back several 
medals. 
Christina Holland placed se- 
cond in the 50-metre 
breaststroke and third in the 
Cory Holland 
200-metre individual medley. 
Jocelyn Coxford swam first and 
second in two butterfly events. 
Garth Coxford placed third 
in the 50-metre butterfly, while 
Aimee Peacock placed fourth in 
the two more events. 
Cory Holland placed frst in 
the IO0-metre backstroke and 
second in the 200-metre 
freestyle. 
The next northwest meet 
takes place in Prince Rupert Jan 
26-28. 
Robinson earns dart title 
TERRACE - -  Maintaining 
the accuracy that has kept 
him at the top of the Mixed 
Darts League standings all 
season, Bill Robinson cruised 
to  victory in the league's 
men's singles playoffs, held 
last Wednesday night. 
In an almost flawless per- 
formance which included the 
for the trip later in the week, ac, (180) .and the most Cup win- booming slapshot ' to  the; Old sir [' evening,S only !180 score, 
cordng to  Montreal promoter hers, tl 1). tie is also a member Pros, He was the f i~ . t lg -year - I  Robinson 10st o~y two of.his 
Marc Verrault. err.he. Hall of Fame. old professional hockey player l :  20games to fimsh four wins 
Rocket Richard, one of the iLmmg up beside the Richards when he started his!prO!career '1 ctea r ot  runner, up Malemm 
most gifted goal scorers in the. w!!l be such. stars .as Norm with the Toronto Maple Leafs,: I iBaxter.= !i : 
history of hockey will be unman, .Eddie Shack , Paul .He scored a . total o f  354 goals I '  Bob :Bennett, long,time 
refereeing:the game, Richard rtoenoerso.n .and Frank and 835 points trt m0re than | , partner of R0bimo.n in tour- 
rims' hod ~ his career as a centre Manovticn. unman,  who 1..000 NHL games . . . . .  ~ :' ' ..... ' I :nament men s aouotes, qplay' 
with Montreal with a total of played, in the NHL for 20 years Jimmy Mann played 10years [ took. third spot with 1= wins 
¢44 aoals. He was the first with the Detroit Red Wings and in the NHL startine with the while Jim Ryan and Derek 
player ever to score 50 goals in th.eToronto Maple_Leafs notch- Winnipeg Jets and subsequently I H~es  sh.~ed. "fourth spot 
50 NHL games, a record subse, eo 9~. goals.an.a ~/~.9. assists in with the Quebec Nordiquesand [ whn l l  iylctorles.,,aP lece. . .  
nu:.hilv: broken, al0ngi with that ttme aria is sull xn the top  PittsbUr=l~, He retired as~ era; I :/rne:women:wiu square on  
m'a~ty-o'thers byWayne Oretzky. 20 .ail:time scorers today. "The tire N~L'=player just i~t=year, [~ f.°.C!itheir Playoffs next 
veteran  observers  say  t~ntertainer," Eddie Shack The Old Pros will a lsoplay I wmnesttaynigltt, 
RiChard'was the best fromthe tallied 239 goals and 226 assists :KitimatMar. 1 '~ ''~ I ~ ~+ ~ .............. ............ ~ . . . . . .  
DARTS VICTOR Bill Robinson was the competitor who hefted 
the trophy at the end of last week's men's singles dart 
playoffs. 
..... ," a 
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-+ Greenvilme soccer 
f i e ld  approved 
; GBEBN~ULLE - -  The village is getting help to build a soccer 
field and mnulng track from the provincial Ioltedes branch. 
I ,~a lzap  Reereatlon Commission spokesman Bill Moore 
:: h id last week the soccer field has been cleared and drainage 
;~- put in but tbat top soil to raise the field's level and other 
flnlsldng work b needed. 
: ' "We ralsod some money to do some preliminary work - -  
: fue l  for heaff equipment o push the surfaee Bd  put in a 
ditch," I/esald. 
. Residents had heen playing soccer on another field but it's 
Mgh+ weter table often resulted in a soggy surface, said 
Moore. \ 
The eommlssion doesn't know how much loller)- money it 
will . . . . .  be getting because the final cost of the project isn't yel 
known. Generally, lottery money pays for one-third of a pro- 
.Ject's costs. 
"We% b~d some estim,;tes of around $100,000," said 
Moore. 
The runMng track will surround the soccer field. 
Men's  Recreational Hockey  League Scores: Recreational Hockey Team. Standings: 
Jan. 6 + 
North Coast Wranglers 5, Inn of the West 2 Team GP W L T OF GA P 
Skeena Hote l  4, Convoy Supply .] " - +--- . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  + -, '+ 
Jan, 7 SJ~eenaHotel . . . . . .  ' 24 20 3. l 153 .89 41 ! " 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 10, Northern Motor Inn Okies 4 '  :~ Noi:m's Auto Refinishing ~ 24 15 7 2 159 104:32  ~" 
Jan. 9 " ' 
Inn of the West 4, Skeena Hotel 2 - . / !  "i i?;i' l i ra of  the West 24 14 9 1 122 118'29.  : 
N, i~h coast  Wranglers .24 11 12 l 96 96 .23  + + 
North Coast Wranglers 3, Nbrr,'~ Auto  Refinishing 2 .=.:~ C~iwoySupp ly  " 24 5 18 1 74 134 ' l i  ; - 
• ' , Jan. 11 " ' /;. 'i ~N~):'tI~ rn ,Motor  ]~n Okies 24 4 20  0 .74 137 8 - 
Convoy Supply 6, Northern Motor Inn Okies l : " ' : 
Auto Glass ,,, Windshields 
Specialists ~, Glass Medic Repairs 
,,," I.C.B.C. claims 
b 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
Weddings 
Portraits 
Family Portraits 
5 min Passports 
Dry Mounting 
- -  I 
' -  fl8 L.,~. 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Edition Pints 
Laminating 
I I I I 
Photo  m G~ 
4609 Lakelse Avenue 
- "-"~:+~Tenace'836;6288'~+. " ~+ . . . . .  ' " ~. '  " : "  ' ' _+_  
f 
, .~ .:'., .'" 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cuffing 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 rain Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
Temlce 13&l l i18  
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
~~o0 TO~ METAL .~NO,N~ ~R~SS I 
mr-+_-. . . . . . .  ~ JIM NEID 
I(-Y Y i l l  l I l ~t /  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
. . . . . .  - -~  TERRACE B.C. V8G 3Y8 
let's talk 
r 
i j 
• Portable radloe 
• Mar ine  rad lm 
• * Mountain top repeaters 
• Satell ite Sales & Service 
• ,~k l  O L A N  I : : ~  d- -~r  - 
Northland ,.,oo~,o~ ^v... 
Communications 638-0261 .' 
Auto Tel. ~ Fax. 
638-9167 V V ~  624.5703 
WESTERN SCALES 
P.R. SCALE  LTD.  
24 Hour Prompt Service 
NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
Dispatch No. - No.10-220 Kalen Road 
627-1652 Pr ince  Rupert ,  B.C. ,  V8J 2X2 
' . ,AD.O, .HWES.  
111F F CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
++_ + + _ _  _ _ _  +.  
PLIES -•WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES - FIRE PROTECTION - 
WELDING SUPPLIES - FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES 
Phone 635-7168 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635.6156 
+ 
This space available to advertise 
Your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants:today! 
° TEI CF  S rANDAR D 
I S!RV,+ ,N, . . : ,  AR,^ I 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
T~rraoe Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
DOUG MAC FARLANE & JAMES WESTERMAN 
B,o.=' pt,q"" 24 HOUR ;A  
& monument• Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kltlmat, Smi thers  m~-=m.~/ IAA  Funeral Service 
& Pdnce Rupert l 'h' l~Ir 6"WBimlF A,moctflon 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
I-.+':" ..... ~ I [ _T , iRR_ACB STANDA.R . ]~ 
" SERVING THE tERRACE AREA 
4647 Lazei le Avenue, 
& 
638-SAVE 
~nz~¢ Co~T CL~A-~t~G 5~IsC~ 
_ j ~  +' ProtaeM0nel Chimney Sweeps + 
• wooDsToVEs,.FIREPLACES, CHIMNEYS " 
'~ ,  ~ • FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS +" i 
"~ ~~.  We use theflneml ~Shes alld dust co~rol Vacuum lOrll : 
1 ~ ' clean chimney rand clean use. 
=,') ~ For l TNoRouIIH, DUST FREE sweep : ' 
'+= ~li ' : " + I . . . .  + • : '+  '+~ ; ' ]+  + I' i . . . . .  + " ' '  I ' i i  +'l+i •" :  + 
;?  
• i i / A N E  I D .mornJ 
, I:UN  L HOME I • ------SYSTEMS LTD._  
I '~  Box 247, 8~n/ihbrs~B.C. • .+5847-2441 [] ! ' ' 'Director~'~,hr~i~.r ' A I " Dally freight service ax Vancouver 
m i Profe.,o.alcounm+m.y~i :.,Q~'+,<.., l~  | . TEL : (~.4)  635-2728 " ' " : :: _ 
Memor la lmarkers  v ''.''++" + )~ . ,+  • FAX:(6O+)635.Z197 ' M£M i l i l + W  : . . . . . . . . . .  . .  ~+ I o , - - - .+  + , , :t+++.+l,l  + • + =+ +I 
+ o - -""" + =".0, +l+/ +':+ ,emp~Jon ? ' .  " .: , ,++, l  ..... :+++!~+ I+++++++ , + . . . .  , , :+  
. + • 
~, t 
i 
: " '  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . - ,  - , : . ;  , , . . :  .:,:,~.::::=.:.:=:;....,: +,;: ; .~ ~.::.~:~...~.?~.,.~.~:+::+.~.~ .:,.<:,~ ,~.:,,~ ,~ ,~. , . - . ,~ ,~,~,~- ' -~-~~-~, . . I  ,,,..,, .+  , • , , • -, ,. , ~-. ,  ..,+-, ~.,,:~,~.,,.i~,~.;,~.~: 
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Terrace Realty-:.Ud.- 
MEMBER 
Home i 
Associate Broker Network 
I N D E P E N O | N 2  t Y OWNED AN D OPERATIO 
Living Room 
Kitchen & Dining A r e a ~  
______.1 • . i i 
two storey home, 2 x 6 " x . . . ~  
framing, beautiful ly 
maintained situated on a 
hillside woodland lot on 
the bench with a western 
view of the Kalum 
Mountains. 
This attractive home 
offers three bedrooms, 
each with patio doors 
leading to balconies plus 
an attic storage loft or 
hobby room on the up- 
per floor. 
The knotty pine kit- 
chen cabinets add to the 
rustic atmoshpere of the 
main floor living area. 
Spacious L shaped liv- 
ing and dining room has 
large twin seal windows 
and a door leading to the 
front parle. The laundry 
is on the main floor, and 
there is a large heated 
crawl space with a con- 
crete floor, ideal for all 
types of storage. 
Great living in the out- 
doors can be had on the 
4.61 acres of land with 
p icn ic  s i tes ,  wooded 
areas and flat land that 
can be developed into 
gardens. Call today to 
have Rusty or Bert 
Ljungh show you this 
quality listing. Phone 
Terrace Realty Ltd. !,,6384)371~ . at i I:ih6me~:: °1635"5754 
• ~ .... i I i " 
Slumber 
Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to 
Saturday 
7 a.m, - -  
8:30 p.m. 
Sundays 
8 a.m. - -  
8 p.m. 
You'll ike Nr flkmdly ~ 
] 
• i la l  
4702 I .ake lso  Avenue 
Ter race ,  O .C , ,  VOG 1R6 
1604163HSOe 
e n t a i l  
e .ker 
4600 BLOCK STRAUME 
spacious 1,250 sq. ft. homo 
on concrete dngwall. Natural 
gas heat, 3 bedrooms, small 
detached shop, paved drive- 
way, rear lane access and 
located in the center of the 
Horseshoe. EXCLUSIVELY' 
listed at $53,500. 
• CHEAPER THAN RENT 
Attractive 3 bedroom two 
storey condo on Straume, 1V, 
baths, basement, electric 
heat and paved parking, a 
high assumable mortgage 
makes the condo an attrac- 
tive buy. Price $31,50Oo 
Horst Gndlinskl 
636,5307 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
: , , ,~ :  : .:,,.,.~' 
..,~ ~ ~,: ~]~ , :~:~ 
FIRST CLASS, FAMILY 
HOME 
Roomy open areas, vaulted 
ceilings, 3 bedroom, 1,272 
sq. ft. home on the Bench, 4 
pce. ensuite, 2 fireplaces, 
nat. gas heat, rear sundeck, 
hobby room, large rec room, 
groat storage ames, paved 
ddveway and sepprate 18x31 
wired shop. $104,500. MLS. 
INVESTMENT 
LOCATION 
112 acre comer lot for sale 
zoned R6 Medium Density, 
suitable for Multi.Dwelling u 
Duplex. Asking $40,000 and 
located in south slde of town. 
EXCLUSIVE• ~ 
GREAT STARTER 
A 3/4 basement home at 
2808 Molitor St. features an 
abundance of fruit trees, 
natural gas heat & hot water, 
a nice open kitchen and a'  
large Heatalator fireplace. 
Lots of storage space and a 
convenient double paved 
driveway. Open to offers. 
$63,500. EXCLUSIVE. 
SIDE BY SlOE 
DUPLEX,,, 
on a 95' x 172' irregular 
shaped lot. Two bedrooms in 
each unit. Electric heat with 
separate electrical meters. 
Excellent revenue property. 
Asking $42,000. MLS. 
, DEVELOPMENT SOUTH-SIDE BUILDING 
• ' PROPERTY LOT 
Located'~ at the comers el Located on the South side of 
Davis, Eby & Welsh, a prime Graham Avenue, city services 
acre of land ideal for Multi. avallabta, paved street, bus 
Family Residential use or to service, within walking 
sub-divide lots for construe, distance of primary & French 
tion of R2 homes. EX. Immersion Schoots. Pdcedat 
CLUSIVE. $18,000. MLS• 
:: ,!•i+i i~:i I ::: :~:! 
RENTING? WHY? 
Why rent? 980 sq. ft., 3 
bedroom, 1-4 poe. bathroom, 
spacious kitchen, large riving 
room, paved driveway, all on 
a nicely landscaped comer 
lot. Asking $36,900. 
WANT TO BE A 
LANDLORD? 
Located north of town, ap. 
prox. 2.68 acre parcel with 
three rental cabins each with 
fridge and stove. Main three 
bedroom home is in im- 
maculate condition, nice 
carpet plus a woedstove. In- 
quire now for further details. 
Asking $80,000.  EX- 
CLUSIVE. 
R 
Carol McCowan 
798.2288 
Sylvia Gdflin Rusty Ljungh Ralph Godlinski Bert Ljungh Joe Barbosa Chdstel Godflnski 
638-0484 636.6784 635.4050 636.6754 636.5804 636.5397 
+ 
FULLY FINISHED KEITH AVENUE 
Family home with recent remodell- 3,400 sq. ft., nat. gas heat, 3 bay 
ing in upstairs area. 3 bedrooms, 2 doors, high visibility. Asking 
bathrooms, 2 fireplaces, hardwood 9 80 . L . 
floors in living room, large deck off ESTATE SALE - 
i kitchen. Centrally located in 
i Horseshoe. Asking $86,900 MLS. ! A great MUST SELL! retreat or farm. 27 acres i Call Laurie. located near Cedarvale. 1,600 ft. of 
STARTING BUT? hl0hway frontpge. Fenced pasture, 
Then check out this 2 bedroom 2 storey A-Frame wllh small lake. 
basement home located close to Ag offers considered to the reduced 
downtown. Natural gas heal. Cen- price of $25,500 MLS. Call Laurie 
tral vacuum system. Fruit trees, f o r m o m l n f o .  
66x100 lot. Asking $43,000. 
QUIET PRIVACY , Can be yours wilh this 2,000 plus 
Is yours with this 1,200 sq. It. sq. it. two storey home. Home of. 
basement home located on 1.78 fers very spacious kitchen.dining 
acres in the Gessen Creek Subdivi. area, 4 bedrooms and 2Vz baths. 
sign. Property has been developed This home also features a fully self. 
to insure total pdvacy for your quiet contained one bedroom suite, 
lifestyle. You will be impressed with Askln 77x194 lot, 80 000_. ' 
the vaulted ceilings in the liv. SUPER ACHF, AGE 
ingroom and sitting room eraas, Kit• Looking for a nice treed acreage in 
chen has been totally redone and town? Then this is for you. A 2.9 
features now Birch cabinets. Other acre, treed parcel located in the 
features are 3 bedrooms, fireplace Koith Estates. Paved street. All ser. 
and hot tub. Carl Jim to make your vices + available. Call Jim today 
appointment o view this property about this property pdced at 
priced at $87,000. $34,900. MLS. 
s • . 
i _ 
STAN PARKER JIM DUFFY L~,URI ' 
6364031 630-6{108 
liE FORBES 
630-03SZ 
.... FOUR LEVEL SPLIT 
,3 bedrooms, fireplace, 11/2 baths, 
nat. gas heat. Asking $119,500. 
MLS. 
COUNTRY CHARACTER 
Provides a nice a~osphere in this 
1,100 sq. ft. home. 3 bedrooms, 
sunreom, attached garage, 
workshop. Located on 2 acres of 
privacy, Some upgrading required. 
Reduced to $51,900. Call Loude. 
YOUR LAKESHORE 
PROPERTY 
Here's your opportunity to make 
yourself the proud owner of a year. 
round lakeshore home on the east 
side of Lahetse Lake. Home offers 
over 1,600 sq. ft. of living area. 
Three bedrooms. Fireplace. Double 
i carped as weft as a 24x28 garage. 
shop. Call for further Infounation on 
this home priced at $86°600. MLS, 
GORDON OLSON 
' 630.1040 
BEAUTIFULLY 
•LANDSCAPED 
And pnvate 112 acre located on the 
bench on quiet dead end street. 
Completely landscaped and fenced. 
The cheery 1,100 sq. ft. home pro. 
vides many appealing features, im- 
maculately kept inside and out. 
Asking $98,000. Call Laurie. 
STOP - CIRCLE -.CALL 
Very attractive well maintained 
1 100' sq, ft, 2 bedroom home. 
Located in the Ke th Estates featur. 
tag nat. gas heal, fenced 60x125 
lot, storage shed, covered patio and 
maintenance free vinyl siding. For 
your personal+appointment to view, 
call today. Asking $49,900. MLS. + 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS 
Close to the downtown.• coce we 
have for sale three 6B'x122" 
cleared and level residential lots, 
ranglnglin price from $t4,900 to 
$19,Q0. For more Information, 
please give us a call. 
HANS STACH 
036.6739 
FAMILY H0ME 
Well maintained family home 
located in developing subdivision 
with underground services 3 
bedrooms, full basement. Develop- 
Ing potenUal, sundeck and paved 
driveway. Well priced at $78,900 i 
MLS. Call Laurie. t 
MOBILE HOME WITH 
ADDITIONS 
12x68 mobile home with a finished 
addition plus a large attached 
garage. Appliances & drapes Ioclud- 
6(I. Lot~ of ,windows make this a 
bright & cheery home. Asking 
$10,900. MLS. 
§,1&ACRES AND HOME 
Located only 5 minUtes from town 
on acreage set upfor horses, barns, 
corral, garden and very pdvate. The 
home is folly finished up and down 
and provides 5 bedrooms, family 
room, sauna am Just some of the 
features; Now asking. $04,900. 
I MLS. 
/ /  
SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINK 
6as.sac2 
i 
, L ¸ 7 • • '  • ,• ; , •  • • 
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Cancer can be beaten. 'l i 0.41 I / /110"]' /1).4 
==='=" "= '  " '~  '~"  ~ ~' ~,="~ ... S INCE 1955 
TRANSPORTA TION 
, ~ :~: 
• L 
; " ON- ~]  '5: " 
SUNDECK ~"~,KITCHEN IRI FAI~EY"ROOM | .TIUDY I 
~ J,_L3657xZ,673 3~8x5689 2~ ~x3O~8 I 
! DINING N30K =~ ~--- ~-r-~V-~ 
10-0x13-O , ---3L~. ~ ~ ' -L~U.L J  
I 3352x3%2 ~, , '  ~ . [ 'tility 
FOYER. uP u~ . . . . . . . _  ~ 
Z ~ .Rais~..~ | DOUBLE GARAGE I ,f,,uv, mm:~ "•.! 
R t~xtT..o 1 II L,114 x5181 •1  
• ; LV?utted cei'incj 1 
13.-8x15-~ 
• 4~Sx~?3 I--~-:~// 
SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
AREA=734 sqft./68.1m 2
What a pleasure It would be to 
open to ' i  H<zll L -~BATH moue into a new house, settle 
below ~ . . . .  . .q" l~  down and then neuer need to 
~ worry  about'having second 
,. thoughts on what should haue 
been included in  the plan. 
Choosi~g this fl.idor house will 
" BR2 I BR3 9iue you tl)dt pleasure, 
I0-0x11-2 I 10-6x11-0 3~8x3Z,03 I 32COx~:]~:~ because it is complete in every 
tuay. 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe,  Terrace,  B.C 
635-6273 
. 180.6m 
DESIGN NO. _'r..OTAL FINISHED AREA= i94~ 
WIDTH : ~,6:O"/lZ,020 mm " 
DEPTH: z,z,~O'713/, 11 mm 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO RITIMAT * DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
K IT IMAT Mem~r of TERRACE 
United Van Urea 
632-2544 635"2728 
272-  3rd  S t reet  ~UNIT~D or 635-7102 "/UNIT"EO 
Kit lmat  v ,u . , ,  3 1 1 1 B lackburn  
Ter race  
LAP OF LUXURY HOME 
Exquisite regal home. Contem. 
porary• Cheery fireplace, formal din. 
ing room, 4 BR/3 baths - 4 pce., 3 
pce. ensulte, 3 pce. down. Large 
view deck, executive top quality 
home in choice location. 
*$169,000" (890213) Verne 
Ferguson.635-3389, 
A REAL BEAUTY 
1986, 14 x 70 MOBtLE HOME, Din- 
ing room and living room has 
skylight, 25 x 7 deck, aluminum 
storage shed, and wood stove. Must 
be seen to be appreciated, Priced at 
$36,000. Call Gord to view. MLS 
(890210) 
WOODLAND'~'---'~'---'T"" GREAT STARTE"~R . . . .  ' ~  EXECUTIVE PARADISE 
Unrivaled Horseshoe Traditional 
GORGEOUS HOME GREAT STARTER! Contemporary. Brick/stucco 2 story. 
Bench Rural* 3 story Contemporary Enjoy the comfort of this cordial Thornheights duplex• Situated o Intercom system, 2 fireplaces, for- 
stateliness. Skillfully sited on 4•6 Keith Estates bungalow. Gas heat, level fenced full acre lot. A family I real dining room, 7 BPJ3Full baths. 
acres. Southern exposure. In town woodbumlng stove, fruit trees, city could five in one half and rent th PLUS *Gas heat *Fruit trees 
acreage, large south facing win- water, city utilities, southern ex- other. Each side has 2 hedreom.¢',ii *Mother.in-lawsuite. Two kitchens, 
dows, custom kitchen. ~osure. See Todayl Priced atifullbath, andappltancesincludedi Two s undecks, Garden, 
"$109,900" (890212) Brenda ;47,700. (890153) Gordon asking price of $52,000. MLS Greenhouse. *$146,500" (88162) 
Edckson 638-1721 i Hamilton 6 3 5 - 9 5 3 7  ~(88113) Call Brenda 638-1721 GORDON 
~; . . . . . .  ,e.~e MOUNTAIN BEAUTY 
COMMERCIAL PLU SURPRISING PRICEI Woodland KITWANG'A-CEDARVALE 
Largo well developed property on Country Thomhill Rural raised ranch stone Early American 2 story with 
almost an acre of land. 5,400 sq. ft. Rustic. On 1.99 acres. Electric heat, sensational views. Sensitively sited 
of building with overhead .crane, country kitchen, finished basement, on 108 acres, river/mountain 
security system, and many features Fruit trees, elec.lwond furnace, rec views. Woodburner, fencing, 
which makes it adaptable to various room, workshop, patio. *$59,900* garden, courtyard, fishing, ati i 
business ventures. Great location (890088) Brenda Erickson weather access, southern ex. 
I for asking price of $289,500. MLS 638.1 721 Lakelso Realty posure, wlnterized, barns $200,000 (890175) . 638.0268 (89010) EVELYN 
MELLOW YET 
LUXURIOUS 
Sumptuous prestige haven. Ran- 
cher. Cheery fireplace, swimming 
pool, 3 BR/1Vz baths. ALSO 
Mature plantings *Ca ipetin g 
*Manicured fawn *Main.level tau~- 
dry *Gas heat *Rec room. Pusses- 
sion new. $102,000 (090193)1 
VERNE 635.2250 
DREAMS GOME TRUEI 
we have your dream home• Only 
one.year old in Terrace's nicest sub- 
division it comes with 5 bedrooms, 
4 bathrooms, family room, rec 
room, 2fireptaces, double paved 
driveway, double garage with 
automatic opener, intercom and 
security system. Dining room and 
oak kitchen have patio doors to 
large rear deck. Quality is the key 
word from the skylights to french Veme Ferguson 
W 
Brenda Erickson 
PARKSIDE ' 
i:' '~" ,., downtown location i building lot, (88100) ' 
Listed at $15,000, 
SPLENDID ELEGANCE 
Breathtaking 2 sta? log Rustic. On 
1.97 acres. Country kitchen, 3 
BPJf.4 Poe up, 1-2 Pce main baths, 
large view deck. ALSO *Gas heat 
*Amusement room *Great tamly 
area *Near schools -- shops "Fruit 
trees *Family room. Almost 2 acres 'Gordon Hsmilton in town. *$129.500" VERNE 
WHAT'SYOUR 
HURRY, B.C.? 
Police Speoding Enforcement 
August 26-September 8, 1989. 
YOUR LOCAL POUCE [IICBC 
i 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
,YOU KNOW 7"/ 
R!GHTPEOPLE.., 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
W~gon hostess Is the rixht person to 
. help you find a place in your new 
community. 
~ Troy 6se.e170[, 
NATIONAL REAL 
ESTATE SERVICE 
NORTH AMERICA'S::I~~/REAL ESTATE MARKETING SYSTEM. 
I ~, , ' r , , ' -  ,. , , .  " : , , m * ~  
JUST LISTED" NEW HOME FOR 1990 
Like new• 8 year old one owner , Split level home with m~emdecor, 
home in top condition, 3 bedrooms, The spacious kitchen opens up to 
2 baths, dining room and kitchen the family gathering area in the din. 
nook, livlngreom fireplace and Ing and living area. Finish the lower 
natural gas heat, Landscaped, fenc. level to suit your personal needs, 
ed yard. Carport and paved ddve, 
DON'T HESITATE, Call Dick Evans $96,000 EXCL, Call Edka, 
NOW, Asking $92T900, Exclusive. 
HORSESHOE UNDER 
S60,O00, • 
3 bedroom non.basement home. 
Most upgrading has been done. 
Close to all schools and downtown. 
Vep/good value at $58,500, Call 
Dick Evans. I~1~ T 
THE OWNER SAYS 
$69,900 
- 4 bedrooms-  carport 
- large laundry - workshop 
- family room - sundeck - 5 
minutes from downtown. Call Eflka, 
I- =o o..51  BE.EAOY To D=O 
acre lmlkmmfa~r~n $107,900 i Pick your lot or acreage now, Come 
to $~0.  bon't walt. Call Dick In and see Edka for the vacant lots 
Evans now. available. 
DOUBLE SIZED LOT 
and lane access to the detached 
garage is great for the family who 
need extra parking space for RV 
vehicles or a truck, Finished up and 
down, natural Gas heat, this charm. 
ing home is priced at only $67,500, 
Ca, Joy• 
MORE FOR YOUR 
MONEY 
Spacious plit level home with large 
country kitchen, A great place to 
raise a family on large.tat only 10 
minutes drive from town, Large 
garage is a great plus. $69,500, 
' BEAT THE RUSH ' 
Buy your building lot now and have 
a chance at the best lot at the best 
rice• Situated In a quiet cul-de.sac 
a su~lvlslen surrounded by new 
homes. Call Joy for information oz) 
this special pr~erty. ,, 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
0 
Dave Reynolds 
6311.3136 
  IIU/ 
: John Curde Dtek Evans 
• 636-9690 IIli-7OGII 
!;~' ~>i!ii'i 
John Evans 
636.6142 
GOOD LOCATION 
across from schools. 960 sq. ft. 
concrete block building, n.g, heat. A 
well established shoe sales and 
repair business and video game 
room. Business can be purchased 
separately or Ideal location to 
establish your own. For more infer. 
malign, call Dave, Askin~l $59,900. 
TAXI BUSINESS 
The oily taxi stand in Terrace. A 
lucrative opportunity consisting of 
land, building, vehicles and all 
assets, Showing an excellent 
return. A list of assets and financial 
statements are available. For more 
information, contact Dave Reynolds 
at 635.6142 or 635.3126 in the 
evenln s, EXCL 
MULTI.FAMILY 
BUILDING SITE 
in (own consisting of 2~23 acres. 
Zoned R3• Meal development pro., 
perry for row housing or apartment 
house, Asking $53,000• MLS. Call 
Dave NOW for more Information. 
HAVE A PEEK INSIDE 
this 3 brm, fully finished bsmt 
home, highlighted with a cozy gas 
fireplace, hardwood flooring, new 
windows. Welt priced at $59;500• 
MLS. Call Gordie. 
NIE  
MOVE? 
Whether its a move to a new town 
or upgrading your present situation, 
contact Gerdta Sheridan for the NRS 
advantage. Up to date catalogues of 
homes across Canada. Check out 
our current invente~ of homes as 
well as our Nelson home plans as 
low as $99,000 including IoL Con. 
tact Gordfe• 
INDUSTRIAL 
POTENTIAL 
1 acre of prime Industrial land on 
Kelth Ave, Cleared and level, Rear 
access, Try your offer. Asking 
$49,900. MLS. Call Gordle• 
CLOSE l?O-'raE LAKE" 
14x70 mobile home on a 76x200 
foot lot at Lakelse Lake. Extra load 
roof, extra insulation, triple storm 
windows. Asking $34,900. Call 
Mike. MLS. 
HOME ON ACREAGE 
A.frame style home on 150 acres in 
the Rosswood area. 2 bedroom, pro. 
pane lights and cooking, RSF wood 
heater. Asking $69,500. MLS• Call 
Mike. 
RURAL ACREAGE 
40.29 acre s fronting on Lakelse 
River off Beam Station Road• Asking 
$75,000. Calf Mike. MLS• 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
Joy Dover Gordle Sheridan Erika Pelletler 
636.7070 636.4781 63647'/|  
Mike Richardson 
636.5609 ,. 
" : " ' ; i  
") !'1 
r . . . . .  - . 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS- 
Classi f ied and Class i f ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a Mat  ho l iday  fa l l s  on  a 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  le Thursday  at  
S p.m. for  a l l  d i sp lay  end  c leaa i f ied  ads .  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B,C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning In ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ro :dy. 
20 words [first insertion) $3.45 plus 5, for addition. I words, "(Additional Inse. rtions) 
$2.30 PlUS 4, for eddidonel words. "$6,95 for ~ weeks tnot exceeding zo words, non- 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14, Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
. For Sale Misc. ;16. Farm Produce 
• Wanted Misc, '17. Garage Sales. 
7. For Rent Misc. '18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
Tumn 
TheTeneae Standard reserves the right to c l~fy  ads 
urld(~ sp~qxlate headings and to set rates therefore and to 
detmmirm PNe I~.atlon. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, 
¢ias~fy or reject any advertisment and to re in any answers 
dkeofed to the News Box ReldY Service, and to repay the 
custumor the sum paid for the edverOsmenl and box rental. 
BOX rephes on "Hold" Insb'ucUons not picked up wl~n 10 
days of exphy of an adveresument will he destmysd unless 
maUiup Instrt¢O0~ are received. Those answerer 9 6ox 
Numbers ate reqoeated not to send ovi~ina]s el documents fo 
avoid less, , 
All clams Of enum in advertisements must be received 17/ 
the publisher wtthJn 30 days after lhe first publication. 
It is agreed by the adve~ser requesUn 9 space that the 
liab41tty of the Terrace Standard in the event of faJfure Io 
"publish an adverOsement or In the event d an error apl~ng 
in the adverPsemect as published shall bo limited to Ihe 
amount paid by the iK~ertiser for only one incorrect Insertim 
for the portion of the adve~slng space ~cupFed by the inter. 
rect or umlnad itum o41/I/, ;~nd that there shall be no liability In" 
any event greater than the amount paid tot such advertising. 
i 
1. Real Estate 
LOT 597, 173 ACRES known as Shirley Mills, 
six miles west of Tyee. River front with year 
round creek. 635-3768 6p34 
14 x 26 house on lot 80 x 200. Asking 
$38,000 OBO. Call 635.3419 6p39 
11,0 x 220 OUARTER LOT in Thomhlll 
situated by Golf course. 2 Ixlrm trailer wladdl- 
teen, nstural gas heating & water tank. Wood 
stove. $32,000. Sedous inquiries only. 
636-6469. 4c38 
BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER and save 
thousands and thousands of dollars. Enjoy the 
warmth of this lovely KEITH ESTATES two 
storey, 5 bedroom home. 2 fireplace, g~ 
heat, wall to wall carpeting, formal dining 
room, counW kitchen, rec room. 2 bedroom 
basement suite to help you pay mortgage 
payments. Lush garden with fruit trees. Ask- 
Ing $83,000. For more information call 
635-5528 and ask for Mr. or Mrs. Gill. 4p38 
MOVING MUST SELLI 1,248 sq. ft. home with 
3 bedrooms upstairs and 2 bedroom suite 
downstairs. Includes all appliances. Call 
635.4521 anytime. 4936 Lazelle Ave. 7p39 
1200 $0. FT., 5 bedroom full basement homo 
on Vz acre lot. Built.in dishwasher, 1 bath, 
master bedroom ensuits, cold storage room, 
finished basement, natural Gas heat & hot 
water, 24'x16' wired and insulated shop, 
mature cherry tree, large fenced garden, lots 
of room for children. Private safe, no agents. 
Located in Thomhill. $87,900. Please phone 
638.1959. 4p38 
62.6 x 132. LOT FOR SALE on Cramer Street. 
Very reasonable price. Phone 635-7456 6p39 
MAY OCCUPANCY, ONE YEAR OLD, near 
hospital, school. Three bedrooms, 2 piece en- 
suite, European kitchen, N/G, much more. 
Low $90,000. 635.3986 6p39 
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Four bedroom house 
in town, Quiet residential rea on south side of 
Hwy. 37. SAVE the $3,500 real estate lees 
and use it towards finishing the basement for 
recreation room or rental unit. Or just buy as 
an Investment... present renters are looking 
for a one year lease. Nicely appointed Intedor 
... must be seen. Uvingroom has hardwood 
flooring and certified and inspected airtight 
wocdstovo. Birch veneer kitchen cabinets, 
quality finishing throughout. Unfinished base- 
ment, laundry room, full bath, lots of cupbusrd 
space, natural gas heat and water, 2 year old 
roof and gutters. Nice fenced backyard with 
fruit tress and good sized vegetable garden. 
Located on a quiet street across from kids 
park and ball park. Near buses, hospital, cor. 
nor store and elementary schools. Call owner 
(514) 637.6851 or for more Into 636-2119. 
3p39 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE with basement suite on 
quiet street. Close to downtown. Carport, 
fireplace, and gas heat. $59,900 for more In- 
formation call 638.8264 or 635.6946 2p39 
:2. Mobile Homes 
6 x 26 TRAVEL TRAILER ON 10 x 20 eddltlon, 
8x 6 ebed, Fenced, hot water and heat. Pro- 
pane stove; Immediate occupancy. $4,500. 
635,6104. 6p34 
2BR, OLDER MOBILE with addition and out 
2. Mobile Homes 
FOR SALE 3 6DR MANCO MOBILE HOME with 
17' expando, fireplace, 5 major appliances, 
open style with breakfest bar, situated on =/4 
acre. Property Is completely and uniquely 
landscaped with rock garden, circular 
driveways, green house, storage shed, large 
deck, perennial gardens and fruit trees. CMHC 
approved. Call after 5 p.m. 638-1018 2p38 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuflng 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31 tfn 
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY, looking for 3 -4 
bedrooms house. Rent, purchase or lease. 
Well balned pets, and kids. Call collect 
633-2646. Needed by March 1190. 6p35 
FURNISHED ROOM, INCLUDING "rv, laundry, 
and kitchen facilities. Available Immediately. 
Ideal for a working single person. Non smoker. 
V iewing  
635-6154 ' 6p36 
DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR LEASE. 4600 Block 
- Lakoiso. Low Ronti Interested parties 
should phone 636-1993 days and 635.7939 
evenings. 2months free rent. 6p37 
FOR RENT 1,400 SO.FT. RESTAURANT. Fur. 
nlshed and equtpt. Coti 638-1166 6p38 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT. For gentleman. Has 
kitchen facilities. 
Call 635-5873 6p38 
FOR RENT one 1-bedroom and one 2.hedroom 
duplex suite. Frldgo and stove, wall to wall 
carpets, in town. No pets please. Call 
635-5464. 6p38 
S~S DUPLEX, 3 BEDROOM, lVz baths, adult 
orientated, electric heat, fddge, stove. 1 block 
from downtown. Ideal for professional couple 
or adults sharing accommodations. No pets. 
Must be non.smokers. $650 per month plus 
damage deposit. References required. Posses- 
sion: March 1/90. Call 635-3401 2p39 
FOR RENT one 1-bedroom and one 2.hedroom 
duplex suite. Fridge and stove, wall to wall 
carpets, in town. I~o pets please. Call 
635-5464. 8p38 
FULLY FURNISHED modem cottage on the 
shores of Lakoiso Lake. References required. 
No pets. Carl 798.2267. 2p39 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom suite in 4.plex. No pets. 
References required, $490 per month. $200 
damage deposit. Available February 1st, 
635-7819 or 638.0241 (ask for Bruce). lp39 
1 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED, all utilities in. 
cluded, $425 month. Bachelor pad, utilities In. 
cluded, fully furnished, $325 month. Both 
centrally located. Available immediately. Call 
after 5:30 p.m., 635.5382. lp39 
3 BEOROOM HOUSE ON large yard, 1Vz baths, 
natural gas heat. Parking for trucker, $475 
per me. plus damage deposit. Available Feb. 
1. References required. Call 635.9530. 3p39 
'81 GMC PICK-UP 
;l Full size 
:2,995 
McEwan IJ 
635-4941 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
COiU~R OF KALOM l ICOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOl.8 
1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments, Frk~e, 
stove, heat and hot water Included, Carpet 
throu0bo~t. Low rent starting at $360. 
per month. Laond~ faclliUos, storage 
space. Reference required fOr 1, 2 & 3 
bedroom apartmem, PHONE: 
omc~ 63£)-6224 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WORKING WOMAN AND CAT need trailer, 
small house, or cabin tO rent. ASAP call Peda 
935.2003,cabin 3.Leave mesea0e, 2p38 
CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE. April to O¢lOher 
for one working male, COIl 799.2285 
4. Wanted to Rent 
LOOKING FOR HOUSE, apartment or trailer for 
responsible working young man. Call 
635-5076. 6p39 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.O. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 It. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has evep/thlng & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-ducr auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td.huti spend boat- 80 horse 
monk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanegan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kubuda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle. Ph. 697.2474. 19tfn 
AMIGA COMPUTER WITH COLOUR monitor, 
colour printer, genleek, lots of software, 
books, etc. $2,500. Phone 638.1441 6p36 
FULL SIZED MICROWAVE OVEN.1 YR. OLD. 
Asking $350. Call evenings 635.6205 6p34 
FRONTIER AIR TIGHT WOOD STOVE with 
screen. $300 OBO. Two tiffany cane lamps 
and matching swag. Dark brown. $75. Call 
635-2925. 6p34 
MOVING SALE 17 CUBIC FT. FRIDGE; 3 yrs 
old. S850. Brown loather chestertiefd suite 
with ottoman $950. Bed chesterfield $175, 
trundle bed $125, single bed $75, Maytag 
washer $150, Mwtag dryer $150, carpet 
cleaner $25. Phone 635-5580 4p38 
WOOD TABLE, 1 leaf, 4 chairs $175. Call 
635-9583 6p35 
1978 FORD 8 FT. PICKUP BOX in excellent 
condition. Asking $450. Phone 635-4488 
37tfn 
"FOR SALE IBM SOFTWARE - Mlcoprcse F19 
Stealth $35;' Toito Operation Wolf $25; Ac- 
colade Ouel II Plus, Supercars, Muscle Cars, 
California Disk $60; Direct access menu 
system (best DOS shell. PC Magazine) $40; 
and Right SImulation disk, Japan $10. Phone 
798.2557 after 8 p.m. 6p38 
NORTHLINE FIREPLACE INSERT. Fits 
23"x31" fireplace. Free, you move. 
638.6092. 6p38 
LARGE 6 DRAWER DESK. $150 .finn. Hot 
point washer $200 ODe. Call-635.7379 
2p38 
YAMAHA FE-60 ELECTRONIC ORGAN. Ex- 
cellent condition. Many special automatic and 
solo inst~ment features. Must be heard to he 
appreciated. Asking $3,500. Tow Smith 
692-3181 (work) 692-3054 (home) 4p39 
20' CHESTNUT FREIGHT CANOE clw 20 hp 
mercury and trailer. $750. White wood 
enamel cookstove. Excellent condition. $350 
OBO 694.3658 4p39 
FOR TRADE OR SALE severs1 nlntendo games 
to trade or sell. Phone 635-3823 6p39 
USED OFFICE FURHITURE AVAILABLE. Desk, 
drawers, filing cabinet. Call 638-0222 after 6 
• p.m. ' . . . . .  lp39 
1987 YAMAHA 4 WHEEL BIKE 2 wheel 
drive, 250¢c, like new. $3,000. Call 
798.2200. Also 25 x 24 Oussut Hut style 
balldlng.WIIIhelpdisassemhlo. $3,500 2p39 
FOR SALE FRESH SHRIMP. For ordedno coil 
627.8719 in Prince Rupert. Will deliver out of 
town. 6p39 
NEED A CAKE FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCA- 
SION? (Birthday, anniversary, wedding) Call 
Emmy at 638-1052. Specializing in German 
homebaklng. 6p39 
I 
I 
AMWAY 
QUALITY home carpet & personal care 
NUTRILITE 
QUALITY nutrition & health care 
ARTISTRY 
QUALIFY skin care & cosmetics 
638-071.7 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTEO MOTOR FOR 1978 VOLKSWAGEN. 
1.694-3367 4p39 
NEED FLOATING ACOOMMOOATION (Barge or 
boat) for crew of 10 - 15. Kitchen, showers, 
etc. Contact NWAA 224-8155 Park Road, 
Richmond, B.C. V6Y 3C9. 278-8484 2p39 
1996 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL ~tve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, ballegen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleant 
75,000 kms. $9,000, Call 638.8654 even- 
IREs, tin 
1988 HYUNDAI EXCEL, black, sunroof, 2 
door, stereo, 4 speakers, Iouvres. Excellent 
condition Inside and out. Work 639-7263, 
home 635.7341. 19tfn 
1965 RENAULT ALLIANCE. Good condition. 
8, Cars for Sale 
1964 CORVETTE; 327.300 HP, 4 speed, com. 
pletely redone, Asking $22,000. 1987 Buick 
Grande National, fully loaded,, asking 
$25,000. 1986 Deepker trailers, 26 lead, 30 
rear, liH axle, brakes and tires, 2 months old, 
asking $30,000. Phone'Reedy Kluss 635 
• 9627 4p39 
1976 MONTE CARLO, new brakes, power win. 
dows, sunroof. Runs good. $1,100 OBO 
635.6205. 2p39 
64 CORVE'I'rE 327; 300 horse, 4 spd, com- 
pletely .redone. $22,000. Also 1987 Buick 
Grand National, fully loaded. $25,000. Call 
635.9627 6p30 
BUYING A- 
NEW CAR? 
Save U p to 30 % 
on all new Nodh Amer ican 
bars & light trucks.  
For more Informmtlon 
oaU Daxld at: 
635-4616 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1984 FORD BRONCO XLT. Full sized good 
cond. Automatic, price $12,900. Call 
638-1159. 6p35 
1988 CHEV CHEYENNE 1500 4x4. Extended 
cab. Two toned, automatlc, 77,000 km. As 
new condition, $17,300 O.B.O. Call 
635-9121. 6p35 
1988 F350 crewcab 351 EFI automatic, box 
liner, 35,000 kin. As new condition $18,700. 
Call 635-9121. 6p35 
198t FORO 4 x 4.  2 sets radials on alms. 
Runs and looks good. $4,800. Call 635.5413 
2p38 
1987 GMCS15 JIMMY 4x 4. 58,000 km. Ex- 
cellent cond. Fully loaded. $15,500 ODe. Call 
635.2393 after 5 p.m. 6p38 
1988 FORD CUSTOM 250 pickup, 6 cylinder. 
Uke new condition. Asking $15,300 OSO. 
Call 638-8039 evenings (after 5 p.m.) 6p38 
IMMACULATE 1986 extended cab, $15 GMC 
pick.up. Bucket seats, 4 speaker stereo, con. 
sole, new tire, 28,000 km originally. Call 
635.5004. 6p38 
F250 S/4TON FORD PICKUP. 351cc motor, dual 
gas tanks, n.oas conversion, running boards, 
under 12,000 kin, excellent condition. 
635.2360 6p39 
1984 FORD SUPER CAB 4 wd. electric winch, 
auto trans., power steering, 460, VB, $8,650, 
good condition. $8,650. John Hart 698.7379. 
4p39 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
1973 SCAMPER 5TH WHEEL. 4 burner stove, 
oven, fddge Is 110 or propane, furnace, deu- 
Me sink, shower and toilet, queen size bed. 
Readytogo.$4,000o.h.o.632.7155. 3p38 
LUXURY MOTOR HOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
comfort: shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
etc. Reserve NOW for your vacation. Daily, 
weekly, montbly. 638-1468 evenings. 6p39 
12. Motorcycles 
1986 HONDA ELITE 80. 1,300 km. Excellent 
running c~nditlon. $500 firm. Call aNer 5 p.m. 
635.4217 or between 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
638.8404, ask for Sadie. 6p39 
13. Snowmobiles 
1981 EL TIGRE 6000, 14 hrs on new 
crankshaft, new clutches and new beadagS. 
2,500 totoi miles. Like now condition. Will 
take smaller machine In trade 1.698.7639 
15. Machinery 
1980 FORD 1 TON STEEL DECK and cabinets, 
1986 200 AMP Ilscoln welder, compmsor, 
torches and leeds. Work ~availaMe. Asldng 
• $15,000. Phone 842-6059 after 5 41139 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE. 66TB Clark line 
Okldder. Two 550 TImberjack Line skklders. 
New tires. Nugget Equipment Ltd. 399 2nd 
Ave, Prince George, B.C. 1-562.8856 days 
1.500.5413 evenings 4p39 
16, Farm Produce 
GOOD QUALITY HAY FOR SALE. $2 a bale. 
Deductions for large quantities; over 200 
bales $1.75 bale and over 500 bales $1.50 a 
bale. Call 845-7867 4p39 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU HOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST: LADIES GREY ISOTOHER GLOVES. 
Possibly lost at Skeena Mall craft sple. Call 
635.3803 (days) 635.5253 (evenings) tfn33 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO COME BACK AND GET 
keys for the Kuwahsra 23 Inch bike so you 
can got the lock off? If so, or If anyone has 
found this bike please contact the RCMP at 
638.0333. Hn35 
LOSTIlI? From 4632 Soucle a fireproof 
stranObox containing old coins and very Ira. 
portent documents. Keep the money but 
PLEASE return the papers. No questions ask. 
edti 635-2559 tfn36 
LOST 3 YEAR OLD TABBY CAT. (Gadlald) 
with brown collar. Lost downtown outside 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11 a.m. Any Infor- 
mation please phone Heather at 635-9234 or 
635-7868. Reward offered. 2p39 
LOST GREEN PLASTIC GARBAGE BAGS con. 
raining 2 pillows with cases (1 a special 
posturepedic pillow) This was lot between Kit. 
wanga and Terrace. If found please call 
635.3955. 2p38 
LOST BROWN, GREY AND WHITE Keeshond of 
average height, cuded up tall, black face and 
hazel eyes. Answers to Bear. 635-4671.2p38 
LOST 
3 year old tabby cat (Garfield) with a 
brown collar. Lost downtown, outside 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11:00 a.m. 
Any information please phone 
Heather at 
635-9234 or 635-7888 
Reward Offoredl 
20. Pets & Livestock 
:BLACK IS A BEAUTIFUL, CLASSY, very In. 
tetilgent and devoted companion. Itwill he the 
pdde of your life. Its a toy Pomeranian dog. 
1-692-3722 4p37 
WANTED: A SHOW HOME FOR TWO 
registered quarter horses. Will sell separately. 
Good investmentsl They are worth more 
anytime. 604.1-692-3722 41)37 
NEED A MOUSETRAP? Entertainment orJcst a 
fdend? Beautiful bluepalnt or seoipolnt 
siamese kitttens himalayan/cross kittens oc. 
caslonoily. 1.692.3722 4p37 
TERRACE CANINE FANCIERS CLUB dog obe- 
dience classes start Jan. 31/90. Registration 
is ongoing. For more Infonnalion coil Tammy 
at 635.4881 or Gins at 635-7355 after 6 p.m. 
3p38 
TO GIVE AWAY TO GOOD HOME - 1 female 
german shepherd collie cross. 8 wks old. Call 
798-2200 2p39 
J LL BREED 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638-8018 
Mornings or Evenings 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
tisere that the human dghts code In BdUsh 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise- 
ment in connontioo with employment which 
dlscflmlnates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant o furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' Is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given In the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- ' 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C, VOG 158. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. ' 
WANT TO BABYSIT IN MY OWN HOME. 
Preschoolers. Full time Moo.. Fd. Please'csll 
Theresa at 635.9303. 61)34 
W0ULD LIKE TO BABYSIT IN YOUR HOME. 
Also will do odd )obs such as driveway clean. 
ing, etc. 635-5243. 6p38 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do oilers. 
lions and mending. Fast, professional service 
at reasonable prices, Phone 635.9292. 6p38 
MOM WILL DO BABYSITTING In my home. 
'Standard, 4 dncr..For more information coil 4p39 Cluse to hospital and park. Futi and part time. 
635.6195, ask for Use or 635.6812 after 6 Drop Ins welcome, 635.3804. 61336 
p.m, 6p34, 14, Boats & Madne BABYSITTER AVAILABLE FULL TIME in your 
1981 FORD ESCORT two door with 4 10.5 FT. THERMOOLASS, deep V hull, with home. Reference available, To start In March. 
cylinders. Auto., new paint, low, mileage. 85 HP Merc. $2,200, COIl 638.0933 6p34 Call 635.9461 or 635.5676 lp39 
$3,300. Call 635.3752 0p34 
1950 PLYMOUTH SATELITE, 318 Auto. Good 
mechanical condition. Some body and 
ophoistery work required. $725 flrm.~ Call 
635.77203nyffme, : 61)37 
1973 PONTIAC VETR 405 AM. Automa~ 
transmission, 2269DSI121204. For sale, For 
more Into, call 635.4898. " 61)38 
1986 HONDA AOOORO EX1, Fully loaded, with 
4 mwwlntarso white colour, Call 798.2505. 
k~klng $17,500. *~ 2p30 
15. Machinery 
EOUIPMENT FOR SALE, 45 FOOT storage van 
$2,500. 16 foot shop van with tow bar, 220 
and 110 wldng. $1,200.1977 Brantwond log 
balicr, with heavy duty ~',alea, $3,500.1978 
ColamMa with 1965 Knl0ht dng loner, exten. 
dable reach, heavy duty scales. $0,000, LIC. 
coin 200 AMP welder on trelicr, $550, Call 
845.3798 4p36 
ALL STEEL PORTABLE SAWMILL with 671 
24. Notices 
PR0.LIFE EDUCATION avallaide to general 
public; videos, pampMe~, lending library, 
dealing with human" life Issues such as al)or- 
tion and euthonaois, Student enqddas 
welcome, Call 635.5601 Or 635.5427 5tfnc 
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE the mar. 
daOe of Judith Normacdy and Peter ~1~ 
Monday, Janumy 6/1ODe,', lP39 , i 
ASSERTIVE COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP 
balMIngs ~r 2 aCreS at Kidanza Creek Ddve ,t.~o . , . .  ~,  ,,m,r n,,...~ . . . , - -  ....,~l.,.., ~~ 
(Og l l~ l ln  tM l l l  ea l s i  #loll. #nlJnL, pe le~ue 0~'  ~1# l ig l  Ilr,7~*lt~llllo ~llU1i~ IU l f l i l l r l~#~VIN lUtn l l . , ,~  
. . . .  ~ NEEDED ,u~: ,w ,,,,~.~ ,,~.,L . , . ,m. ,  . . . . .  ,i,. boat, sgownlobhe, ote. In on trade 0r dawn ROWIRoonlelMbeardlnt0wnt0r!9 *omnnnn t,.. aooo~L ~,~. . , ;anm . 
,~n~*ni' :~ So 5nn ~slh Ca ~;97~0 : '  yea/' 0k:l ~ male 'rafuoee Student Phmle • ~,,h,~w ~ ,.~., vou.uu., "~'"~,, .a""" 
. . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  • ,_~;,.ao.~,.. ' 638 .21326Ven lons , . _  i: i . . . . . .  to~0.r__ 0~(~ AVe,  " . . . . . .  !~ l~t~0 . . _ ____  
power ualt, De~ls lit 694.3458, 4p37 will be held on Jan. 20 and Jan. 27. Time: 9 
1986 DOEPKER TRAILERS, 26 iced, 30 rear a 'm' ' 4 p.m. st Northwest .Comm .u~. ty Cal.! 
IIft~axle.~ Drakes k'M.tireSi2~ mooths' old ' leOe~ Ronm~20Ot, Fo~more inrarmauon, ram 
, . 1,,o. 
i 
Temce r-ranch Pinched 
has openings for Jarluary 
REGISTRATION 
Children should be 32 months old as of 
January 1, 1990 for morning classes, 
afternoon classes are for four year girls: 
The preschool is an Intrnduction toFrench 
language, a French background isNOT re. 
quired as English is spoken in the 
.classroom. Contact: Pat .Chapmae 
636-0606 ar Teny gonllm 63;),1426. 
i 
SIARTiHG 
A 
BUSINESS? 
We can put you 
in touch with 
the information 
sources you need 
in your community. 
Call the 
Mi.is~ of 
Regional and 
Economic 
Deve.lopmeat. 
Toll.Free 
!~00663~29 
Honourable Stanley B. 'Hagen 
Minister of Regional 
and Economic Development 
25. Business 
'Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE- Two restaurants in Fort 
St. James. One with lake view, llcenced in- 
log room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996.751 O, fin 
$25,000 A YEAR. Part time, your own 
business, for appointment call Wayne 
638-0717. 22fin 
6EAUTY SALON FOR SALE. Located across 
from the Terrace Liquor Store in the central 
mall, which will eventually he affiliated with 
the new mall. Sodous enqddas only, Phone 
635.5406 after 6 p.m. 4p37 
LARGE REGISTERED TRAPLINE no. 
0609T021. South of Houston, B.C. Masdce 
Naolks, Kid Price Lakes. C/W traps, boat, 
motor, Rng. cabin on,Maudce A.W. supplies,. 
Excellent line. $20 000, Call B47-0461 4p39 
FOR SALE IN BURNS LAKE; Care equip, and 
fum. Long or short term lease of space 
available, Phano 692-3681 for a steal of a 
deal, 4p39 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE. 17 months in 
operation. Great Morn and Pop operation. 
Owner moving, must sell. Asking $65,000 or 
best offer. Phone 638-1993 after 8 p.m. 61}39 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. 
638.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
632 - 4333 
Open 7 days a wee~ 9PM - 9AM 
Anewedng macNnc 0AM - 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEEDI 
TNa A0 Is pld fa w~ Ands nmd ~. 
eKpb • Cr~a'S~mt Sq,~m 
STOP 
SMOKING 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
• Sa fe  • Effoctlve 
•Pain less 
DIET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $125 
pndAxN 3 neVnen~) 
STOP SMOKING. , . .  .... . . .  SOS 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
STE. NO. 4- 4644 LazelkJ Ave,, 
(~ove seal ' )  
CORF0nA11~ eAIF, JI AVAILABLE 
(h.~ aoMoKem.=o~) 
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AREERI 
FOR ADVERTIS ING CALL  638-SAVE 
' - - d 
WANTED SOMEONE TO TEACH 2 people iAzn. 
dadn Chinese. call Rusty at 635-7786. 
6p35 
i .HmEO EOUeMENT 
• I REGISTRATION 
i North Coast Road Maintenance 
i is acceptinp, the reoistration ef 
i Tandem Trucks,. Graters, Ex- 
i caVators, Crawler Tractors, Rub- 
i bar Tired : Tractors and other 
i equipment for the purpose of road 
i construction and malntenahce. 
| Registration forms are available 
I at 4544 Lakelse Avenue in Ter- 
l race. 
i 
21, Help Wanted REQUIRED FULL & PART-TIME BABYSITI'ERS REMOTE FISHING LOOGE REQUIRES Boat and 
o~ Moeoek. 4.3 chikiran. C~t 635-9073 ~ skier to do oreU~ng - ,a~ng. ~ashucm~- 27,  Announcements 
• leave message, 2p36 Ing, otC.sMay to September Contact NWAA 
TOLSECCANADAINO, hasafull.Umeopenlng 224-815 Park Road, Richmond, B,C, VGY BODE;ChdsandClndyarelmppytoaonounce 
for a mature, responsible person with ex- 3C9 278.8484 2p39 the birth of their son Trover Nicholas born 
pedence in shipplng/rsceivlng. To enquire carl 
Ed:630:O241(24hours) ' 2c30 27. Announcements o~. ~1~, ,ra~ng 7 Ib, 8 =. ~=~ng Trevor at hems are Nlcaie and Brand0n. Third ' 
MR AND MRS OLEN BRINKwlsh i0 announce grandchild to Mr. & Mrs. M. Bode (Kltlmat) end 
clan with mlnumom three years Interior Ingg- the engagement of their daoghter, • Bonnie seventh grandson to Mr. & Mrs, G. ~nlth (On~ 
Ing, layout experience. Mezladln area, Good Brink to Drad Ruchotzke, son of Mr and Mrs tado). A vmy special thanks to Dr. Apldetan 
wage, accommodation provided. Reference AlmerRuchofzks. lp39 andnumesatMInsMamodal, lp39 
required. Phone 645.3733 4p39 
REMOTE SALMON RSHING LODGE REOUIRE~ Expect Success  
FOR 1900 season (May • Sept,) skilled " WJ ,  thCs .ua~a's  ' 
mechanic/maintenance man, familiar with Largest Lea~e 
outboards, diesel generator, aiectrlcal mat- 
tots, Gourmet cook -- food costs, organized, , ] L 'P~O~1L~ 
good interpersonal skills. Baker, maids, ex- ' r~)e@i lE l~ l~d;e  ,, 
perlenced saltwater guides, Dry narnp pailcy.. If you are a self starter, motivated by 
Send resume and reference letters with photo success end the rewards it bdngs, LIN'~ ~FERRA]r., 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
• Energetic indlvldualsare required by the Choices Program to 
work with mentally handicapped adults & children. 
Please send resume to: 
Terrace & District Community Services 
Choices Program .- 
... No.2 ;3215 Eby Street 
• Terrace, B.C, V8G 2X6 ::: 
. ~ For further information phone• : :/: : ,i:: 
~- . . . . . . .  635-7863 ' 
Northwest Loggers Association 
is accepting applications for a part-time 
OFFICE PERSON 
KnOwledge of logging and trucking and general office pro- 
cedure. 
Interested parties leave message et 
635-6801 
i 
'• td  " "- • SCHOOL DISTRICT NO,  88  (Terrace) 
:: . . . .  -/,---d-~=T-i- ERK~CIL ~.C.'V8G 3E9 ... . . .  , " :~ ' " . . . . .  ~ 
' " '°  :~"'1 ~K ' -  / !6o,, 635:4931 , 
" r " '  ~ FA× '004)03~-4287 ' - " ~ • 
The North Coast Rnglooal Correspondence School 
anticipates a number of vacancies in 
MARKERS' POSITIONS 
this spdno 
If, you,have post-secondary education, and if you live in the Terrace area and 'are not 
employed as a full.time teacher, you are Invited to apply to mark secondary cor- 
respondence papers and tests on a contract basis, Pertinent InformaGon may be obtained 
from, ~,nd resumes are to be sent to: 
- - Mr, Joe Vandlr Kwirsk, Pdnclpal 
N~I~ Coast Rqioosl Com~sp~nce School 
Bag 5000, Tames, B.C, VOG 6K2 
Telephone: 638-7944 
I 
CLERK TYPIST 
The Insurance Corp. of B.C. is Interested in receiving ap- 
plications for qualffisd typists for its Terrace office. 
DUTIES INCLUDE: 
Reception, switchboard, dicta/typing, computer outlining and 
wodd ng with figures and reports. Applicants must have a 
minimum of 55 wpm., grade 12 eduodtion, excellent 
telephone manner and a proven track record of pleasant 
helpful public contact and a positive affitude. 
We offer excellen t benefit package Including medical, den- 
tel, extended health, and equivalent of 4~ weeks vacation. 
Starting salary $1,657 month. 
Apply In person to 
4612 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Cloolng date: January 24, 1990, 
/ INSURANCE CORPORATION 
OF BRJTISH CO~MSIA  
I 
SALES CLERK 
• " Pert-time - -  20 to 30 hours 
DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Sales and service 
2. Dusting and cleaning sections. ~ . :  
3.  Setting,up promotions ' .. • - ,, ~ ,  
',4. GOod CustOmer service., ",,~ ~ ,,~ 1: .;~! ,.~ .: ~, i '~:;: ' , :  
• 5. Ordering product add ~reat0cldng shelves:." : '~- • i  
; Candidate must beeb!e to wod~ effectively with the publi~ ' 
~0ndsubordinatee. Retellexperte~ii~vouid be an ~t~ Pro- 
;duct  knowledge IR spor t ing  goods  wou ld  a l~o be  an  ~t i~" i  ' 
ReSume required.-;: ! :  : L~'r~' : ~ ' B '. '. ~'~ r ~ '  " ' '  "k : " " k ' . . . .  ~ ~' :~ '4~:~.~ "" 
• :,, , - -  , Contact Leverneat ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,.~ 
-,  . .. ,.The Ter r !~ Coop Hlrdware Dept. , .i 
~,"~"!,: . • i : : . i !=~: : . , F ib fmOmlnformaUon ' '] ' ~' .:.!.~:I:'S •
, • ~i; • 
income pot~t~, Innovate marketlnO 
strategy, ~rm a full epectnJm of corn- 
petidve finendal services. 
inlmum cash Investment plus work. 
capital requlred. Reply to: 
Leo~ Mad',~edems 
682 BltmSwlck $1rNt, 
Pdn¢e Geo~ge~ 8.C. 
V2L2CI 
Confoct: ChezylTedf~d 
or phone: 6~t'0~05 
632 - 4333 
Open 7 dr;~ a we~ 9~M -- 0AM 
Amwer~ ,nachinc 9AM - -  9PM 
CONRi~31ALITY GUARANTEEDI 
'INI AO II ladd kr~dll kndl rall=l by:. 
TRANS CaNaDa CREDIT 
co=po, , -vm,  t ,u ,~ lo  
2-4623 Park Avenue, Tenses, British Columbia (504) 535-6310 
MANAGEMENTTRAINEE 
An attractive opportunity for a management balnse who wishes to build a sncure futere 
in the challenging environment of consumer finance. ,~ 
IF YOU 
-have at least grade 12 educati0n, 
.-enjoy meeUng and dealing with people. 
-are determined to earn a management position. . . -.. ~. 
-willing to relocate, 
-have a valid ddvers llcen¢e. ': 
WE OFFER " '~  
-a  thorough on the job training program. " : 
-advancement opportunltfes based on medt. ':; :, . ,: 
-a  good salary and benefits package., ~. - ' 
Plan for a successful and rewarding fOtera with one' of the largest and most diversified 
financial organizations in Canada, 
- , ......... '~.,.T.RANS. CANADA CRI~.  DGi~110N U I~ 
Ne. 2 -.4828 Pmk Ave,, Tanrlioa, B,C. 
. '~ V8G 1V6 a3~.631o . - 
I 
WANTED 
JOURNEYMAN LINEMAN or 
6TH TERM APPRENTICE 
for a powedine contractor based on the Kootenays. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
Familiar with B.C. Hydro distribution construction standards. 
Leadership abilities, 
Willing to relocate to the best hunting, • fishing, and recrea- 
tional area In B.C. 
Send resumes to: 
Box 339 
Cranbrook, B.C. • 
VIC 4H8 
. • . .  - 
CARRIERS 
Needed! 
floules AvoIIoMe '; 
/ - / ' "~ ,  " N ' ,nTerrac,  . . .  
j r  ~ '? , - , zO .~E.~% • ~t, 200 - Weberi 'Goulet, 
l ~ " . ' . ' : . ' ] 7  'Skeena & Kelth '. " . - /  ~!: 
~i '~B '~I '~E~&.~Z =so - oosJar~i~, K=o~ & • 
'~L '~, ) "~ ' ;~~ 265 - (2900 & up) Clark, - 
~(( l~V, ,~. - i ;~  . (3000.3400) Hwy. 16 East, 
(3100,3400) River Ddve . 
If Interested p lease call Karyn Kirk at the Terrace Stan- , 
dard 
; 638-7283 
  TERRACE STANDA 
/ ~ ~ = m ~  ~l  
i 
29. In Memodam 
In Momodan of GEORSE EDMUND POIRIER 
who passed away ouddenly ~ Jan. 13/09. 
• hat I would give ff I could say "Hello" 
In the same old way. 
To hear you~ voice and see your smile, 
to sit and chat with yon awhile. 
While you lie In peaceful deep, your 
mommy I will always keep. 
From his loving wife 
Jeanette 
32. Legal Notices 
( ~  ro vires of Ml~sW of 
Brit~h CofmlV~a Forests 
HOTICE OF gUWTANlIAL 
In the r r~t ts~ o f  Van-D~e F .S .  Road cms lmc l~.  
~.  Ml~tqt e~ Feresls 
Cm~.  DeulMe 96 Equlpmenl LM. 
2684 CeMuff St. 
Terrace. O.C. 
VSG 3W4 
T~ke no~ that su~ compete Im been Gh~n 
as of Docamber 23.1989. File 942-8995.01 
PROPOSAL CALL 
The Reglonal District of Kitimat.Stikine is accepting proposals for the purchase and 
removal from M•K; Bay Madna, the following: 
1, 20 ft. X 56 ft. I~g rastaurcrlt bidldlng aim slbl:tsd ougteflts. 
2. Assndnd floats. 
Propopals will be accepted until January 19, 1990." Removal to be completed by 
January 31, 1990• 
The lowest or any proposal will not necessarily be accepted. 
proposals should be delivered to: 
..... Rnglonei.Oisbict of I(HImat.Stlkine 
No. 300 - 4545 Lazeiie Avemm . . . . . . .  
Tomiou, B,C, VSS 4E1 
Telephone: 635-7251 
Attention: Mrs. Lucy Wood Treasurer 
Buffalo Head 
Forest Products Ltd. 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST 
SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS OR 
SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
NOTICE 
The following areas have a proposed prescription that will ap- 
ply if approval Is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The 
proposed prescriptions will be available until Feb. 22 at the 
location hoted below during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration, any written comments must be 
made to Buffalo Head Forest Products Ltd. at Box 70, 
Stewart, B.C. VOT lWO by the above date. 
Form of Ucence Culting Cutldock Location Area 
Agreement No. Perddt No. No. (ha) 
Forest Bill I 
Llcence A16884 20 1 South 105 
..PLANT SHIPPER 
CLERK 
ICG PROPANE is seeking an expedenced Plant Shipper Clerk to assume 
the above position in the Terrace Branch immediately. 
Reporting to the Branch Manager, the successful candidate will be~ 
responsible for shipping and receiving, merchandise control, counter 
sales, computer posting, month end reports, unloading rallsars and 
ether'duties as required for cd'nducting the Company's business. 
ICG Propane offers an excellent compensation and employee benefit 
package. 
Individuals who enjoy meeting the public and who possess minimum 
Grade 12 education with knowledge In accounting, inventory control, 
• and computers, supplemented by three years experience In a propane 
~andlor related Industry, are Invited to submit a resume or application i
no  later than January 24, 1990, to: , 
' L ~ " .4  ' " '. 4k kk - -  ICO Propane . . , .  
i%~,.~;i;~:! .i~.Suite S00 218 Blue Mountain Street , 
: i!i~i ~i~i:;i~i; . . . .  coquitl=:, B.C. ~ : 
!;:~!i' :~i:i ~ ~:;;:.• Attention: Mr. B.W; Laffllno . ,~ :•i 
" ~'~ ~'< "~'~L' ~' "* '~ ~'" ~ ' ' Human nel~r¢ee Manager . ' "L I . " - '  ':~, L ; '  : : ~ ~*. 
PROPANE 
. : )  . 
Min is t ry  of Parks  
NOTICE OF 
SUBSTANTIAL 
COMPLETION 
Project: Const ruct ion  
to i le t / shower  bui ldings 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park. 
Contractor :  Progressive Ventures Ltd. 
Box 393 ,  Terrace, B.C. 
,V8G 4B1 • 
Take notice that substantial completion has 
been g!ven as of  January 10, " ~lla 1990,  for ff 
ii~ Project,  ' . . . . .  i!~./:~ i,;~ili i~!~i~iil 
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J ohnson  --'Ku ' .: per  . ] 
wed in  Ter race  ..... ' " :  . . . .  :: : :  " ::< :": :gOC 
Two Terrace residents - -  and pink carnation, beaten:::: i: . ....?. 
Karen May Johnson, daughter nieres. Ring bearer  TreVri:.::::~:? ~,,, . ,-:. :;'7i: 
of ivan and Yvonne Johnson, Michel wore grey tails to match. ~ : " I ... ...... 
and Lorne John Kuemper, son the  groom, accented by a pink .i': 
of Benno and Irene Kuemper - -  carnation. He carried a heart, . . . . . .  : i . 
were recently joined in marriage shaped l~illow made by Leanne • 
at the Catholic church with Croft of Hazelton. • : ' 
Father Gerry Kelly per forming '  :Karen Ljungh sang There,s:::!i 
the ceremony. Someone in  the  Wor ld : - for  
The bride wore a full-length EveryOne, I Do, and TheResa  ! i 
satin gown the bodice of which accompanied by pianist Rusty' ~ : ;'i 
was covered with pearls. Her Ljungh. Organist Margaret: . . . .  . . . . .  
veil was enhanced hy a sparkl- Raposo played as the guests - . - :  , ~ .____ _ / /~  . . . . . . .  
ing tiara and she carried a boa- en'tered and left the church . .  , . . . . .  ~K, . \~~ • . ~ :~ :i : .: i 
quet of 12 red roses. _ The reception was held at the: :  - :  ~ / l ~ Z ~ . ~ / [ / ~ -  " = ======  ~.:':!:-.:!: :~= : 
The groom Wore a grey tails Thornhill Community Hall with / ~ ~ ~ .  ]~ ,~~'~:~: ) :  
tuxedo accented by a red rose 230 guests in attendance~'in: :~!~' 
boutonniere, eluding the bride's grand- : ' ~ - ~ ' ~ ~  " 
. . . . . .  " : , "~?, . ' , • , . .  : ,~ : ' i ; " : . :~ i i '~  
Maid of honour Fern Mar- mother, Esther Burdett from .: 
childort and 'bridesmaids Judy Smithers. " ~ ; ,  " ' ~ J  , :Z  
Johnson and Tania Fair wore Ray Flaherty and toasts were  M RLODGE INNS&MOTELSACRO$SB.C.' :::: i:: :;=: 
- - ,  . . . .  J . . . . . . .  , .  __ ': .  1515MAINST. ,SMITHERS,  B .C .  VOJ2N0 ~ - i : :  ~ ~  i l l l  three-quarter length, teal satin prupu~u oy marK maneny, " .: : ~. . . . : . .. • : .: ,~:: 
gowns and carried white roses Garvin O'Boyle ,  Benno FEATURING RELAXING SAUNAS.*IN-HOUSE MOVIES . , i 
and carnations. = Flower girl Kuemper and Judy Flaherty, COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE * SKI BUSATYOUR DOOR , .-I . 
Amanda Wiesner wore a white The' five-tiered, heart-shaped , 
satin dress and carried a basket wedding cake, decorated with RESERVATIONS 847-2208 • TOLL FREE i-800-663.'283:L l • of pink and white carnations, red roses and crystal goblets, 'Your Quiet Downtown Choice' Best man Mark Flaherty and was made by Esther Burdett. . 
groomsmen Roger Hamer, Jack 
Michalchuk, Ron Johnson and 
Chris Clifford wore grey tux- 
edos with teal cummerbunds 
OLA 
invites 
q ueries 
dividuais who want to learn find "] . 
the demands of every day life 
prevent hem being students in 
the traditional sense. 
With  that  in mind,  s ta f f f rom Shop late 'til eight Halogen Seal Beam Winter Wiper Blades the Open Learning Agency will 
be in town this week to show at Finning (4 lamp sys tem)  15" -16" ,  18" -19"  from 
there is an alternative -- what it ::114 00 711 0 to 8 calls ,'learning that fits your $ $ 0 $ 010  
life." To suit your schedule, engine oil, oil filter ~ " . . . . . . . . . . .  
The OLA is made up of the our parts department and labor. 
. .0  : ~ . ". , .  . . . . .  provifice's Open University, ~s now open 8 to 8 For parts and service 
Open College and Knowledge weekdays and 8 to 5 
Network. The first two offer a Saturdays, giving you second to none - -  and . . . . . . . . . . .  
wide range of courses leading to now longer opening 
recognized degrees, diplomas more time to cash in 
and certificates while the last on low priced Sure -  hours--you . , ,  Oil & Filter Change 
telecasts school curriculum- Craft oil products, count on us. 
$ based courses and general And truckers! Take 0 0 
educational programming for advantage ofour I ~!  N N I N 
both children and adults, engine oil change 
OLA staff will be in the specials--only $109 ~ Count OnUs 
Skeena Mall from January includes 40 litres of 
18-20 and ready to answer any Sure-Craftoil, oilfilter ~ r  T E R R A C E  MOTORS TOYOTA 
questions residents might have and labor or $129 for 4621 Keith Road at~nv:sm~] 
~.~-~_,::' ~., about he agency and what it of- 1 
fers. 401itres of Cat diesel Terrace, 635-7144 4912Hwy. 16West TOYOTA o,,. ,o. ,0,, 635,6558 
Correction 
Although the story of . ~  
Cheryl-Ann McCullough's ~ l l  TRAVEL...,,-, , wedding (last week's issue) 
wronghUSbandC°rrectlYsurnameasidentifiedDavid(Green)Byng'her neWwasthe  ALK, " °  " 
i -. "f¢=. o photoUSed incaption.the headline and ~:3~"  ). , .  i' 
Dear sir, JORDAN tificate, only if coming from ~o announce d~e o benlng o f  
on behalf of the Terrace A fasinating country, the an Infected area. Persons of' :'.~ 
Transition House staff, valley of the river of Jordan is Jewish faith can enter Jordan, ~]telr exqfulsite ttew inlng 
residents and children, our one of the most fertile areas in though they can expect their 
thanks to all those groups the world. Archaeologists visa requests to be con- ~om g]= 
and individuals that helped have found proof that pro- slderably delayed as their ' e exci~ng ~ew 
us over the Christn~as period, sperous settlements existed status is carefully chocked In w 
Special thanks go out to there 4,000 years before the Amman. Isreall passports,' me,~, ill Ja==,/e re,,, , , . J  
Juanita Hatton and the birth of christ. In the desert however, wlll not be accepted. : . . .  • " '::~ 
Golden Rule, Salvation Ar- land beyond, fabulous cities Along with many exciting i . '~e i lega  .~h ' ' 
my Capt. John Harker, like Petra were hidden under things to see and do In Jordan, n|  atmo ere wgl " 
T e I e c o mm u n i c a t i o n s the sands of  centuries unltl the restaurants and their 
Workers Union local 33, the 19th and 2Oth century.ex- menus are quite appealing. : i i :  c]tarm anJ  
Ladies Auxiliary of the plorers discovered them Typical arab food Include : i ,-el,= yo,. 
Royal Canadian Legion and again. Kebabs  (meat roasted on.  ',h .~  o /~.  
Jordan has mostly warm, skewers), Menmf (rice with ~ou i e 
many others too numerous to ; dry & sunny weather, but the lamb and yogurt sauce), and: • , 
mention, mountain areas have snow In Muskuhan (chicken in olive oll 
Leslie McCauley winter and there Is a tropical and onion sauce roasted In ov, nt , 
Program Coordinator/Ad- heat in the desert., arabian bread). These and .... ' ~, 
ministrator, A passport and a visa are re- other local specialtiescan be ~on ~o!s~6r~nga 
Terrace Transition House. qulred when entering Jordan, tried In Jordan at their many . . . . . .  
Dear sir,* * ~ '*  * a smallpox vaccination car- restaurants;. (-~e'sorL :" ,..: : ': 
I would like to thank the , ' Question: Where to go with children? ' Reservations Recommended 
many individuals, businesses . - - - '~  " ' OPEN AT 5:00 PM .... ' 
and team sponsors for their PRINCESS OFFERS ALASKA DISCOUNT! " 
participation i and support UP TO " ' 
of the recent Todd Killoran U.S. per couple When booked & " 
deposited by:January 31~.4900.. .... ' ' Memorial  Atom hockey 
ourn~ent. :(Dec. 27.29). ' Ask your travel agentfor details, i .  HOT SPRING 
theitourhament was a great , o : ~ .  i . .  
::  skim 798-22 • '! .:~.i,..::,,! Anna Sosek ,,. ~ Ms | i  i • 
i " Toumameatchalrman. ~ 14 : 
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